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The Citizen 	Review Committee (CRC), which monitors complaints about the Portland 
Police Bureau (Police Bureau), released the "Followíng up on Portland Police Bureau's 
Response to Reviews of Officer-involved Shootings and ln-custody Deaths" report. 
Broad community concerns with officer-involved shootings and in-custody deaths 
prompted CRC to form a workgroup in 2006 to examine the Police Bureau's response to 
the first and second Police Assessment Resource Center's (PARC) reports. After 
establishing the City Auditor's lndependent Police Review (lPR) division, Portland City 
Council passed an additional ordinance directing IPR to hire an outside expert to review 
closed Police Bureau investigations of officer-involved shootings and in-custody deaths. 
PARC produced four such reviews under contract with lPR. Collectively, these reviews 
covered 70 incidents dating back to 1997 and made 124 recommendations. 

This workgroup report focuses on the 26 recommendations made in PARC's first and 
second follow-up reports. A current status and commentary are provided, along with a 
detailed review of each recommendation. The workgroup met for over two years reviewing 
Iesson plans and other documentation, tracking policy changes, and interviewing Police 
Bureau management. lts report identifies specific areas where the Police Bureau might still 
have room to improve and makes recommendations in those areas including: preventing 
incidents, training officers, setting tactics and polices, rendering medial aid, reconfiguring 
the use-of-force review boards, and allowing greater citizen oversight of tnvestigations. 
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Background 

Oversight of Portland Police 
Portland City Council established the Auditor's Independent Police Review Division (IPR) 
and the CiÍizen Review Committee (CRC) in 2001 to provide civilian oversight of police 
services. In2002, Council passed an additional ordinance directing IPR to hire an outside 
expert to review closed Portland Police Bureau (PPB or Bureau) investigations of officer
involved shootings and in-custody deaths. 

Police Assessment Resource Center 
The Police Assessment Resource Center (PARC) is a Los Angeles-based, non-profit 
organization that works in cooperation with independent monitors, law enforcement 
executives, civic and govemment officials, community groups, and other interested 
stakeholders to strengthen police oversight. For example, PARC conducts reviews of police 
policies, practices, investigations, and management strategies and provides other research 
and consulting services. PARC was awarded a contract with IPR, producing four reviews of 
officer-involved shootings and in-custody deaths. 

PARC's first Portland report (published in August of 2003) included 89 recommendafions. 
Each of their three follow-up repofts (published in 2005, 2006, and2009, respectively) 
included a smaller number of additional recommendations and made note of the Bureau's 
progress on roughly a third of the original list (commenting on all 89 by the third follow-up). 

PARC Report Workgroup 
Seeking enhanced participation in the reviews of police shootings ancl deaths, members of the 
CRC formed the PARC Report Workgroup in the fall of 2007. Four CRC members were 
originally appointed: Michael Bigham (later named Chair), Hank Miggins, Loren Eriksson, 
and Josephine Cooper. Cooper, who was primarily interested in interactions between police 
and the mentally ill, resigned from CRC and the Workgroup in the spring of 2009. The 
Workgroup has been staffed by IPR's Senior Management Analyst, Derek Reinke. 

Then-IPR Director, Leslie Stevens advised the V/orkgroup that while PARC was conclucting 
follow-up on the original recommendations, Bureau progress on new recommendations made 
in the 2005 and 2006 reports was not likely to be assessed for several years. The Workgroup 
decided to make that assessment their primary mission. During its review, the Workgroup 
also considered whether the original recommendation made sense (in its collective opinion) 
for Porlland, evaluated policy and procedural implications, and added recommendations of 
their own. The Workgroup has yet to decide if or when they will assess the nine 
recommendations made in the 2009 report. 

The Workgroup held more than 30 meetings to review the 2005 and2006 recommendations 
and evaluate the Bureau's progress. Its meetings were open to community members in the 
interest of transparency and to facilitate public comment. Workgroup members interviewed 
more than 10 Bureau members including high-ranking staff of Training, Detectives, Intemal 
Affairs, Accountability and Professional Standards, and the Portland Police Association 
(most agreed to attend a public workgroup meeting to share information). The Workgroup 
also reviewed numerous policies and supporting procedural documentation. 
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Executive Summary 

Overall, the Bureau receives high marks for implementing the 26 recommendations made in 
the 2005 and 2006 PARC follow-up repofis on officer-involved shootings and in-custody 
deaths. With few exceptions, the Bureau appears to have put a solid effort into making the 
changes recommended. The'Workgroup's primary outstanding concerns have been 
organized into major subject areas listed below. More detailed discussion of each 
recommendation, the Bureau's implementation, and the Workgroup's response are provided 
in alater section of this report. 

Prevention, Training, and Tactics 
PPB promotes the Employee Information System (EIS, formerly known as the Early 
Intervention System) as a tool for tracking officer performance in a variety of areas. 

Although PPB has made significant progress in meeting the data consolidation goals of EIS, 
the system is not fully implemented as amanagement tool. The Workgroup recommends 
that PPB set a firm deadline for full utilization of the data and case management system. The 
Bureau should reestablish its EIS Advisory Board (which included CRC and other 
community members) and/or be open to involvement by IPR and CRC on EIS issues. 

Annual progress on EIS, and other functions of the Bureau's Office of Accountability and 
Professional Standards, should be publicly reported. 
R".fu, to PARC Recommendation 2005.1 (pogu 7) and CRC Recommendation 2010.1 

The Workgroup met with Training Division staff and reviewecl various lesson plans. It was 
pleased that PPB has implemented PARC recommendations for emphasizing scenario-based 
training for officers. It encourages the Bureau to continue providing options and training for 
sergeants when dealing with critical situations. As proper training is a keystone of effective 
police services, the'Workgroup challenges City Council to provide adequate resources for the 
training of officers and supervisors. 
Rnfn, to PARC 2006.13 and 2006.14 (pages 26-27), and CRC 2010.g 

PPB rejected PARC recommendation 2005.5 that Bureau procedures require a superuisor and 
sufficient cover officers be present before members try to extract a subject from a vehicle. 
The Bureau's rejection was based on feasibility and staffing concerns, rather than a negative 
judgment on the desirable ideal the recommendation conveys. PPB command staff stated 
that - although policy does not prohibit single officer extractions - officers are trained to 
wait for a supervisor and/or cover officers unless exigent circumstances require an immediate 
extraction. The Workgroup feels current training reflects an appropriate compromise 
between the PARC recommendation and the Bureau's staffing concerns. It recommends that 
Bureau policy state that a cover officer or supervisor should be present before extraction 
unless they are unavailable or exigent circumstances require immediate action. 
R"f", to PARC 2005.5 (poge 10) and CRC 2010.2 

Medical Aid 
Current PPB policy requires that officers render first aid to persons injured by the use of 
force by a Bureau member once "primary police duties have been accomplished" and (per a 

2003 change) "at the earliest time feasible." PARC recommends medical aid be rendered "as 
soon as possible unless the circumstances clearly demonstrate that to do so would 
unreasonably endanger the officers or the medical personnel." The'Workgroup supports the 
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PARC recommendation and suggests that PPB re-visit the wording of its policy. 
Rnf", to PARC 2005.7 (page I1), CRC 2010.3, and page 23 of the 2009 PARC report. 

PARC also recommended that the Use of Force Review Board routinely determine if medical 
aid was appropriately and timely rendered. The Workgroup understands that rendering of 
medical aid is often - but not always - discussed at Review Boards. This should be clarifîed 
in policy. In 2008, the Use of Force Review Board reviewed all cases in which use of force 
resulted in transportation to the hospital. The Workgroup appreciates that PPB has widened 
the scope of their review (rather than just reviewing 'serious injuries') and recommends that 
the practice be codified into policy. 
Ref", to PARC 2005.8 (page I2), and CRC 2010.4 and 2010.5 

Review Boards 
Much of the second PARC follow-up report (2005) focuses on Performance and Use of Force 
Review Boards, which are centerpieces of PPB management's review process for initially
sustained complaints, job performance issues, officer-involved shootings, and in-custody 
deaths. In theory, the Boards offer an objective review process including input from 
supervisors, peer officers and citizens. In practice, the Board processes can be confusing ancl
 
inconsistent. PARC even appears to be conflised by the process; referring to after-action
 
reports instead of commander's findings in one recommendation.
 
Refe, to PARC 2006.1 (page l4)
 

The V/orkgroup recommends a dedicated Administrative Rule or Standard Operating
 
Procedure detailing the Review Board process to enhance consistency. Among other issues,
 
the new policy should address how officer testimony is requested, responsibilities of
 
members, advisors, and the Chair, and specific voting procedures. The Bureau should
 
involve the Portland Police Association and other partners in the preparation of the new
 
policy and any materials provided to involved officers, peers, and others (as recommended
 
by PARC in2006.4). 
Rufn, to PARC 2006.4 (pog" 16) and 2006.9 (page 20), and CRC 2010.6 

Further, there is an apparent conflict of interest having an Assistant Chief act as Board Chair'Whileand also vote on the outcome of the case. the consistency provided by a new rule or 
written procedure might alleviate some concerns, the'Workgroup recommends that a non
voting hearings officer or administrative law judge be appointed to chair and facilitate all 
Review Board meetings. This facilitator would also be tasked with writing the briefing 
memo to the Chief of Police, which would better ensure that the memo objectively reported 
both majority and minority opinions. 
Re/ìzr to PARC 2006.10 (poge 24) and CRC 2010.7 

Finally, the timeliness of the Review Board process - and earlier steps in the investigation 
should be tracked, reported, and reevaluated on a periodic basis with a goal of steady
 
improvement. PARC recommended case-long benchmarks of 180 days for offîcer-involved
 
shootings and in-custody deaths. The Bureau's own maximum allowable timeline specif,red
 
in Directive 335.00 is 146 days. Neither standard seems to coincide with actual results as
 
PPB frequently exceeds either timeline. The Bureau has questioned if six months is
 
reasonable (or even possible given the overall workload of its Internal Affairs Division) in its
 
written responses.
 
Ref", to PARC 2006.7 (page 18)
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When the Workgroup requested an update to a case timeliness table (page 27 of the second 
PARC follow-up report), some details simply had not been tracked and could not be 
provided. The Workgroup notes that steps have been taken that may increase efficiencies 
(e.g., civilianized staffing in IAD), but was unable to evaluate their effectiveness. The 
Workgroup recommends the Bureau develop a timeline checklist to accompany each case (to 
capture more accurate data), use current baselines to set reasonable timeliness targets, 
manage resources to adequately meet timelines, and track results. 
Refer to CRC 2010.8 

Civilian Oversight of Shooting and Death Investigations 
In its original report, PARC questioned why officer-involved shootings and in-custody deaths 
are treated so differently from complaint-based investigations in terms of civilian oversight. 
It recommended that City Council develop a system for such oversight, whether as an 
expansion of IPR's jurisdiction or a separate mechanism. PARC restated this 
recommendation in its 2005 follow-up report. 

Curently, IPR is limited to hiring an outside expert to review closed shooting and death 
cases, reviewing the IAD case file - as a courtesy - before they are sent through the PPB 
management hierarchy, and providing one advisory member to the associated Use of Force 
Review Board. The V/orkgroup recommends City Council review the current oversight 
system as it relates to officer-involved shootings and in-custody deaths. Among other 
details, the Workgroup feels that IPR should review files as a matter of policy (rathet than 
courtesy), call for additional investigation as needed, have the ability to controvert findings 
(as in complaint-based investigations), and have a more active role on the Bureau's Review 
Boards. The Workgroup also believes IPR should take on the monitoring roles that PARC 
suggests, including oversight of the crime-scene procedures, evidence collection and 
preservation, witness identification and interviewing, investigative file integrity, and 
presentation of evidence at Review Boards. 
Refer ro PARC 5.15 (2003 Report), CRC 2010.10, and pages 44-45 of the 2005 PARC report. 
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CRC'S PARC Workgroup Recommendations 

CRC Recommendation 2010.1: PPB should set a firm deadline for full utilization of the 
data and case management components of its Employee Information System. The Bureau 
should reestablish its EIS Advisory Board (which included CRC and other community 
members) and/or be open to involvement by IPR and CRC on EIS issues. Annual progress 
on EIS, and other functions of the Bureau's Offrce of Accountability and Professional 
Standards, should be publicly reported. 

CRC Recommendation 2010.22 The Bureau should edit its directives to state thatacover 
officer or supervisor should be present before a member attempts to forcibly extract a subject 
from a vehicle unless they are unavailable or exigent circumstances require immediate 
action. 

CRC Recommendation 2010.3: PPB should edit policy to ensure medical aid is rendered 
"as soon as possible unless the circumstances clearly demonstrate that to do so would 
unreasonably endanger the officers or the medical personnel." 

CRC Recommendation 2010.4t Use of Force Review Boards should routinely andby 
policy address if medical aid was appropriately and timely rendered. 

CRC Recommendation 2010.5: PPB should edit policy to reflect that Use of Force Reviow 
Boards will annually review all cases in which use of force resulted in transportation to the
hospital. 

f 

CRC Recommendation 2010.6: The Bureau should collaborate with key stakeholders to. 
develop a dedicated Administrative Rule or Standard Operating Procedure detailing the 
Review Board þrocess. Among other issues, the new policy should address how officer 
testimony is requested, responsibilities of members, advisors, and the Chair, and specific 
voting procedures. 

CRC Recommendation 2010,7: PPB should contract with a hearings officer or 
administrative law judge to chair and facilitate all Review Board meetings. 

CRC Recommendation 2010.8: The Bureau should develop a timeline checklist to 
accompany each officer-involved shooting or in-custody death case, use current baselines to 
set reasonable timeliness targets, manage resources to adequately meet timelines, and hack 
results. 

CRC Recommendation 2010.9: City Council should provide adequate resources for 
scenario-based training of PPB officers and supervisors. 

CRC Recommendation 2010.10: City Council should expand the role and authority of IPR 
in officer-involved shootings and in-custody deaths - including the ability to conduct 
independent investigations of these cases as needed. The expanded authority should also 
include monitoring roles such as oversight of the crime-scene procedures, evidence collection 
and preservation, witness identification and interviewing, investigative file integrity, and 
presentation of evidence at Review Boards. 



Detailed Review of Recommendations and Response 

This section includes Portland Police Bureau response and Workgroup comment on each of 
the 26 2005-2006 PARC Recommendations. Bureau responses (except where noted) were 
provided by the Off,rce of Accountability and Professional Standards (OAPS) in late 2008, 
and changes may have occurred since. Bureau responses are printed in Trebuchet MS Font 
while Workgroup comments are printed in italics (with their recommendations underlined). 
PARC Recommendations are printed in bold, bordered, shaded in light gray, andpresented 
separately in the Appendix. The Appendix also includes referenced Bureau Directives, 
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), and other documentation. It does not include the 
four Training Division lesson plans reviewed by the Workgroup, as the Bureau indicated that 
they were too sensitive and detailed for wide, public dissemination. The length of the lesson 
plans was a Workgroup concern as well; the Appendix is over 80 pages without them. 

PARC Recommendation 2005.1: The PPB should set a firm deadline for making its 
early intervention system operational and should prioritize its resources so as to ensure 
meetins that deadline. 

Bureau Response: 
Phase I of the Early lntervention System (ElS) is comptete and running, under the 
supervision of the OAPS. Phase I consists of the integration of att PFB data sets and their 
streamtining into a singte, ftexibte information source. The system is currently restricted 
to Sergeants [eve[ and above, and is avaitabte through the normal PPB network inctuding 
the Traffic Division. 

Phase ll of EIS has compteted both the production and testing stages. lt is not currently 
[ive; however it has been a.vailable to Commanders as part of the testing process. Phase ll 
was the development of the Case Management system, which automaticatty ftags pre-set 
categories of concern, based on particular threshold levets. Examptes of these categories 
inctude an officer's arrest-to-force ratio, as wetl as an officer's comptaint count. Having 
been ftagged, the EIS administrator then utitizes the Case Management system to set in 
motion the review process, fottowing atong to ensure that the process is moving forward in 
a timety manner. Commanders and supervisors taking part in the review process do so 
within the ElS structure. Phase ll had been detayed in part because of a grievance fited by 
the Porttand Potice Association union. That grievance was recently settted and 
management has agreed to train officers how to use the system and to make access to 
their individual information availabte before imptementing Phase ll. 

The programmer who designed the PPB's EIS is the same individual responsibte for systems 
in both Phoenix and Denver, on which the PPB's is modeted. 

Workgroup Comment: see CRC Recommendation 2010.1 - PPB should set afirm deadline 
forfull utilization of the data and case management components of its Employee Inþrmation 
System. The Bureau should reestablish its EIS Advisory Board (which included CRC and 
other community members) and/or be open to involvement by IPR and CRC on EIS issues. 
Annual progress on EIS, and otherfunctions of the Bureau's Office of Accountobility and 
Professional Standards, should be publicly reported. 
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Recommendation 2005.2: The PPB should promptly draft procedures to govern the 
administrative investigations by the Training Division conóerning ofÍicerinvolved 
shootings, in-custody deathso and injuries resulting in hospitalization, and it should 
supplement its procedures for such investigations by the Internal Affairs Division so 
that thev are at least as thoroush as its for misconduct investisations. 

Bureau Response: 
Porttand Potice Bureau Directive 335.00 states that a representative from the Training 
Division may be present during the board's review of incidents. ln practice, the Training 
Division captain or representative has been present in an advisory rote in every review 
since at least 200ó. The Training Division atso has a permanentty assigned sergeant to 
conduct an analysis of officer involved shootings, in-custody deaths and other incidents as 
mandated by Directive 335.00. 

Training Division SOP #1 - 1 1 outtines the procedures for conducting anatyses of incidents 
mandated by directive for review by the Use of Force Review Board. These anatyses focus 
on training, tactics, poticies, the tevel of force apptied and equipment used during these 
incidents. These anatyses inctude a conctusion regarding adherence to poticy, training and 
tactical doctrine and make recommendations for future training needs or poticy changes. 
These reviews may be assigned to a command officer or other Training Division 
representative dependent on the frequency and types of cases. 

The assigned Training Division representative has two weeks to review the case reports 
and meet with representatives from IAD and the Detective Division. During this meeting, 
retevant issues witI be reviewed and responsibitities designated for each division's 
anatysis. The Training Division has six weeks to comptete its anatysis and forward to the 
Use of Force Review Board Coordinator. 

The Training Division sergeant or reviewing officer consults appropriate subject matter 
experts for assistance during these reviews. The anatysis is forwarded through the 
Training Division chain of command for review. The Training Division representative then 
presents the compteted anatysis oralty with the assistance of visuat aids to the Use of 
Force Review Board for their consideration during the review of the incident. 

Directive 335.00 was revised and updated on December 21,20Q7, inctuding revisions to 
the Training Division Manager's Responsibitities. (Editor's note: Directives 335.00 and 
336.00 qre commonly referenced in the Bureau responses. The Workgroup requested that 
IPR create page- and line-numbered versions þr easier reference. In this instance, please 
refer to page 4 - line 41 through page 5 - line 6 of 335.00.) 

References: 
Bureau Directive 335.00 
Training Division SOP #1-11 

Iï/orkgroup Comment: item complete, 335.00 revised to address the issue. Also see the 
languagefor IAD Manager Responsibilities, page 4 - lines 27 through 39. 
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Recommendation 2005.3: PPB policy should make clear that administrative ,,,, 

Ínvestigations of in-custody deaths and uses of force resulting in hospitalization are 
mandatory by etiminating the contradictory provisions from Section 335.00 that 
make them discretionarv. 

Bureau Response: 
This concern was addressed in the revision of 335.00 effective December 21, 2007. ln the 
updated 335.00, the section making such cases discretionary with the Chief has been 
removed. ln the updated version, the section titted Use of Force Review Board's Scope 
inctudes review of "Serious injury caused by an officer that requires hospitatization and 
treatment" (page 2 - line 16 and 17). 

Reference: 
Bureau Directive 335.00 

Workgroup Comment: see CRC Recommendation 2010.5 - PPB should edit ¡tolicy to reflect 
that Use of Force Review Boards will annually review all cases in which use offorce resulterl 
in transportation to the hospital. 

Recommendation 2005.4: PPB policy should prohibit involved officers frorn being 
transported by their assigned partners and should require, when feasible, that the 
transportation be done by a supervisor or a detective. 

Bureau Response: 
As mentioned in the 2005 status reply (rejecting the recommendation), Directive 1010.10 
does ensure that invotved members are driven by uninvotved members. Witness members 
are not considered uninvotved, and they may not drive invotved members, although they 
may drive themsetves. ltem a-9, of the section titted First Arriving Supervisors Checklist 
for Deadly Force or ln-custody Death reads: "Assign an uninvotved member to drive each 
invotved member. Witness members may drive themsetves. Whenever practical, each 
involved member and witness member shoutd be transported in a separate vehicte" 

The Bureau atso agrees that ideatl,y, the transportation woutd be done by a supervisor or 
detective. However, PPB does not have the staffing [evels at the supervisory position to 
ensure that this is done. 

Also mentioned in the 2005 status repty, the PPB does have strict communications 
prohibitions, as codified in 1010.10 under Communication Restriction Order. 

Reference: 
Bureau Directive 1 01 0.1 0 

Workgroup Comment: although the Bureau reiected the recommendation, it seems that it is 

following the spirit of the recommendation by separating partners and having Traumatic 
Incident Committee (TIC) members do the transport. Bureau members, at the time of the 
incident, are issued communication restriction orders. 
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Recommendation 2005.5: PPB procedures should require (a) that a supervisor and 
suffïcient cover officers be present before members try to extract an apparently 
unarmed person from a vehicle, and (b) that tactics calculated to protect the safety 
of both the offÏcers and the occupant of the vehicle be 

PPB rejected this recommendation in a 2005 response written by Chief Foxworth: 

We disagree with the requirement to have a supervisor present. White having a supervisor 
present is desirabte, it is unreasonabte to expect that at[ vehicte extractions would 
require a supervisor to be present or that one would be avaitabte. 

We currentty have two sergeants assigned to a shift. We thoroughty train our officers on 
vehicle extraction methods, cover, and high risk stop tactics. Training discourages soto 
officers from extracting individuats from vehictes. Depending on circumstances, we want 
to [eave some discretion and judgment to the officer on scene. The officer's experience, 
training and circumstances provide the abitity to make an informed decision at the time. 
Directive 1010.20 inctudes language on extracting individuats from vehictes and the 2004
05 in-service training inctuded tactics on extracting individuals from vehictes. 

2008 Bureau Response: 
The PPB agrees that ideatty, a supervisor shoutd be present before members forcibty 
extract a suspect from a vehicte. Due to staffing [imitations, we cannot ensure that this 
wit[ always be possibte. The Training Division works ditigentty, however, to ensure that alt 
officers know and can property emptoy the correct tactics which are designed to protect 
the safety of the officers and the suspect. 

During the 2004 Operations Branch ln-Service, Training Division Defensive Tactics
 
instructors taught a hands-on btock of instruction regarding the extraction of cooperative
 
and uncooperative subjects from vehictes.
 

Reference:
 
2004 Operations Branch Defensive Tactics lesson plan (Editor's Note: Lesson plans were
 
reviewed by the Workgroup, but are not included in the Appendix.)
 

Workgroup Comment: see CRC Recommendation 2010.2 - The Bureau should edit its 
directives to state that a cover fficer or supervisor should be present beþre a member 
attempts to forcibly extrctct a subject from a vehicle unless they are unavailable or exigent 
circumstances require immediate action. 
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Recommendation 2005.6: The PPB should develop a polÍcy that prohibits it from 
responding to routine patient management situations in mental health facilities, and 
the Bureau should advise all mental health providers in the City of Portland of that 
policy. 

Bureau Response: 
Directive 850.25, Potice Response to Mental Heath Facitities, ctearly defines the 
responsibitities of PPB officers in response to patient management situations in mental 
health facitities. This directive was devetoped in coordination with the Muttnomah County 
Mentat Health and Addiction Services agency. Directive 850.25 distinguishes between 
Routine/Urgent/Emergency catts, making it ctear that the rote of the PPB is limited to 
onty Emergency [eve[ catts. 

Reference: 
Bureau Directive 850.25 

TVorkgroup Comment: item complete. Also see the section of Directive 825.20 titled 
Assisting Hospitals with Mentally Ill Patients and Walk-aways and the Partnership 
Agreement on Mental Health Secure Residential Treatment F'acilities in the Appendix. 

Recommendation 2005.7: The PPB should clarify its policies relating to medical 
attention and rendering aid to make clear that officers who have used deadly force 
are required to ensure that medical aid is rendered to injured persons as sorln as 
possibleo unless the circumstances clearly demonstrate that to do so rvould 
unreasonably endanger the officers or the medical nnel. 

Bureau Response:
 
Officers are trained and certified in CPR per DPSST standards.
 

Directive 1010.10 inctudes a section titted Post Use of Force lvledicol Attention, which
 
inctudes the monitoring of the subject's status. This atso inctudes and points officers to
 
Directive 630.50 for further required action. Directive ó30.50 requires officers to give
 
medicat aid. Lastly, directive 1010.20 atso inctudes the provisions of monitoring and
 
rendering aid when needed. The directives are not mutuatty exctusive; they work in
 
tandem to provide the monitoring and medical aid to subjects when needed.
 

References:
 
Bureau Directives 630.50, 1010.10, and 1010.20
 

íï/orkgroup Comment: see CRC Recommendotion 2010.3 - PPB should edit policy to ensure 
medical aid is rendered "as soon as possible unless the circumstances clearly demonstrate 
that to do so would unreasonably endanger the fficers or the medical personnel." 
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Recommendation 2005.81 The PPB should promulgate the policies and procedures 
necessary to require in all instances of the use of deadly force where a person is 
seriously injured: an Internal Affairs adminÍstrative investigation, ald an explicit 
determination by the Use of Force Review Board, as to whether there was 
compliance wittrthe policies for ensuring that medicat aid is appropriately and timely 
rendered. 

Bureau Response: 
lnternal Affairs Division SOP D-02 requires that lnternaI Affairs conducts an administrative 
investigation of atl officer invotved shootings, as wetl as when serious injury is caused by 
an officer that requires hospital admission. During the normal course of the standard 
review process, investigators consider the issue of providing medicaI assistance, and if 
appropriate, note the issue in the lnternal Affairs Division summary report. 

This is also a standard issue covered during the Use of Force Review Board process, and if 
an lnternal Affairs investigation faits to look into it, the Board members woutd review the 
issue or refer it back to lnternat Affairs for further investigation. 

References: 
IAD SOP D-02 Use of Force and ln-Custody Deaths 
Bureau Directives ó30.50, 1010.10, and 1010.20 

Workgroup Comment: see CRC Recommendation 2010.4 - Use of Force Review Boards 
should routinely and by policy address if medical aid was appropriately and tintely rendered. 
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Recommendation 2005.9: Supervisors in the Detective Division should review the 
work done by investigators to ensure that deadly force cases are appropriately 
investi and the results are documented. 

Bureau Response: 
The compitation of the Detective notebooks has improved significantly since the 2003 
review, as was noted in PARC's 2006 fottow-up. Largely, this has been due to the 
increased rote of supervisors in the Detective Division of ensuring the binders' 
compteteness and accuracy. Directives 335.00 and 33ó.00 ctearty define the rotes of 
supervisors in this regard. Directive 1010.10 atso outtines the Detective Division Homicide 
Detail Responsibitities, which inctude comptetion of the investigative report. lt is the 
stated duties of the Homicide DetaiI Sergeant to "Ensure the appropriate checktists are 
used and case notebooks are prepared. " The checktists found in both Appendix A and 
Appendix B of Detective Division SOP 37 serves as guidetines which ensure that each scene 
is properly processed, and each interview is conducted properly. The tieutenant and the 
commander of the division atso review the compteted checktist for thoroughness and 
accuracy. 

References: 
Bureau Directives 335.00, 336.00, and 1010.10 
Detective Division SOP 37 (with Appendices A and B) 

Workgroup Comment: item complete. 

Recommendation 2005.10: The PPB should adopt procedures requiring (a) that
 
deadly force investigations be led by an officer of a rank equal to or greater than the
 
rank of the most senior offïcer playing a role in an incident, and (b) that interviews
 
of witness offTcers of command rank be conducted by, or in the presence ofn an
 
officer of at least equal rank to the member,providing evidence.
 

Previous Status Update (circa 2005):
 
We consider this recommendation compteted. We have adopted this procedure and it is
 
inctuded in the Detectives' SOP #37. lnternat Affairs added this procedure to their SOPs.
 

2008 Bureau Response:
 
Detective Division SOP 37 Officer lnvotved Shootings states the fottowing under Section lll,
 
Procedure: "Deadly force investigations wìll be lead by a member of rank equal to or
 
greater than the wifness or involved members" and "lnterviews of witness or involved
 
members of command rank will be conducted by, or in the presence of , a member of
 
equal or greater rank to the member being interviewed.
 

Reference:
 
Detective Division SOP 37
 

Workgroup Comment: item complete. 
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Recommendation 2006.1: Policy 940.00(b) should be amended to requÍre that the 
after action report in offTcer-involved shooting and in-custody death cases should be 
completed within 14 days of receÍpt by the unit commander ofrthe fites of the , : ,, 

Homicide, Training, and Internal Affairs investigatÍons of that case. Policy 335.00 
should be amended to make explicit the relationship between the after action report 
andtheunitcommander,sfindingsinForceBoardcases. 

Bureau Response: 
Per the Directive Specific Definìtions in Directive 940.00, an AfterAction Report is "A 
narrative report that describes a potice action and assesses its effectiveness through 
critique and evatuation using required criteria." 

These After Action Reports are not retated to the report written by the unit commander 
during the Officer lnvotved Shooting and ln-Custody Death review process. The unit 
commander's findings in these cases are catted the "Commanders Findings," and are not 
written until after the Training and lA divisions have compteted their review. 

The unit commander has 21 days to comptete the anatysis, as required by Directive 
335.00. ln an effort to standardize the anatysis, the PPB is in the process of devetoping a 
Commander's Finding modet, a draft version of which is in the Appendix. 

Note: Directive 940.00 was revised for the 2009 ManuaL of Policy and Procedure.
 
Language was added to ctarify that firearm discharge not in the performance of a potice
 
action requires an AfterAction Report, white refering to Directives 1010.10 and 335.00 for
 
reporting requirements for the use of deadty force during a potice action.
 

References: 
Bureau Directives 940.00 and 335.00 
Commander's Findings shooting review temptate 

Workgroup Comment: although the PARC recommendation refers to 940.00 - After Action 
Reports, the Burequ's policyfor deadlyforce cases and in-custody deaths is actually 
contained in Directive 335.00. The Bureau's response highlights PARC confusion about 
after action reports and commanderfindings, though the language added to Directive 940.00 
may help infuture reviews. After action reports are compiled in cases where afirearm is 
discharged outside the perþrmance of a police action, and they are due within seven days. 
Directive 335.00 explicitly states that commander's findings are due within 21 day in deadly 

force cases (see RU Manager Responsibilities on page 5 of the Appendix version of 335.00). 
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Recommendation 2006.22 Starting witn- the next appointments or reappointments, 
the PPB should make public the names of the citizens who are members of the Force 
and Performance board 

Bureau Response:
 
This recommendation has been fottowed and the names of the board members were
 
reteased by the bureau's Pubtic lnformation Officer June 26, 2008. Directive 335.00 was
 
updated to reftect this requirement. Line 5 on page 2 of the Appendix version reads "The
 
names of citizen members serving in the poot witl be made pubtic."
 

Reference:
 
Bureau Directive 335.00
 

Workgroup Comment: item complete. 

Recommendation 2006.3: The PPB should provide a comprehensive orientation to 
the present and future peer members of the Force Board. 

Bureau Response:
 
Currentty, an orientation is given to Peer and Civitian Board Members prior to each board
 
hearing by the Assistant Chief of Services Branch. The Use of Force Review Board
 
Coordinator is preparing and scheduting training for board members in February of 2009.
 
Directive 335.00 inctudes the requirement that board members receive a comprehensive
 
orientation (see tine 11 on page 2 of the Appendix version).
 

Reference:
 
Bureau Directive 335.00
 

Workgroup Commenl: item complete. Trainingfor both citizen and peer members was 
delayed, btut held on January 26th, 2010. 
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Recommendation 2006.42 The PPB, úith input from the PPA and the superior ' 

officers'association, should draft afact sheet that sets forth the procedures ofthe 
Force Board that directly affect an involved member before, during, and after a 
Force Board presentation and should include that fact sheet with the invitation to 
the involved member to attend the procêeding. The PPB shoutd adopt standardized 
language for requesting the member's statement before the Force Bõard and should 
advise involved members' of that lan in the fact sheet. 

Bureau Response:
 
The Appendix inctudes a copy of the fact sheet that invotved officers receive together
 
with their invitation to appear. The fact sheet covers the procedures affecting the
 
invotved officer before, during, and after the Force Board presentation, inctuding how the
 
officer woutd be asked before the Board to make a statement.
 

Reference:
 
Force Board Fact Sheet
 

Worlcgroup Comment: see CRC Recommendation 2010.6 - The Bureau should collaborate
 
with key stakeholders to develop a dedicated Administrative Rule or Standard Operaîing
 
Procedure detailing the Review Board process. Among other issues, the new policy should
 
address how fficer testimony is requested, responsibilities of members, advis'ot's, and the
 
Chair, and specific voting procedures.
 

AIso see CRC Recommendation 2010.7 - PPB should contract with a hecrrings fficer or 
administrative law judge to chair andfacilitate all Review Board meetings, 
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Recommendation 2006.5: PPB policy should requÍre that Internal Affairs, as part
 
of its administrative investigation of deadly force incidents, interview the involved
 
offÏcers, unless Homicide's investigation has covered all appropriate issues relating
 
to policy, training, and tactics.
 

Bureau Response:
 
This recommendation is fottowed with:
 
1) Lines 33-34 on page 4 of the Appendix version of Directive 335.00, which read "lAD
 
shoutd interview the invotved member untess the Detective Division's investigation
 
covered atl appropriate issues retating to poticy, training and tactics.,,
 
2) The section of Directive 1010.10 titted Detective Division Homicide Detait
 
Responsibilities, which states that homicide detaiI witt be responsible for "lnteryiews of
 
invotved members and supervisors" (item 5).
 
3) The section of Directive 1010.10 titted Detectives Responsibilities, which states that
 
detectives witl "Conduct interviews of a[[ witnesses and invotved members and use the
 
interview checktists, ensuring atl appticabte areas are covered" (item b).
 

References:
 
Bureau Directives 335.00 and 1010.10
 

Worlcgroup Comment: while the Bureau met the 2006 recommendation, PARC rnade an 
additir¡nal recontmendation in its 2009 report (see Recommendation 200(9.8 in the Appendix), 
which would expand the scope of the IAD interview process beyond what is cunently 
required. This expanded scope would include a re-interview of key civilian and fficer 
witnesses to fficer-involved shootings unless Homicide's investigation has covered all 
appropriate issues relating ro policy, training and tactics. The Workgroup concurs with this 
recommendation and anticipates further refinement of Directive 335.00. 

Recommendation 2006.62 The PPB should notify Force Board members of the final
 
outcomes of cases in which th pate.
 

Bureau Response:
 
This recommendation is fottowed with the revision of Directive 335.00. Lines 3-4 on page
 
4 of the Appendix version state the Review Board Coordinator wi[[ "Notify the Board
 
members of the final decision by the Chief of Potice of those cases heard by the
 
members. "
 

Reference:
 
Bureau Directive 335.00
 

Workgroup Comment: this language is also in Directive 336.00, which covers Performance
 
Review Boards, and complies with the intent of the recommendation. However, the Bureau
 
generally presents this information in an annual summary to all boards members rather than
 
providing specffic (and more timely) feedback to individuals on cases in which they
 
participated r¡n the Review Board. AIso, the Workgroup has some concern about overall
 
coordìnation. While îhere was previously one Review Board Coordinator, the duties are now
 
shared by two or three individuals with numerous other assigments and primary roles. 
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Recommendation 20067: The PPB should set individual stage and case-long 
benchmarks so that, barring good cause, Force Board hearÍngs will be conducted 
within six months of the incident. 

Bureau Response: 
We continue to devetop mechanisms to better coordinate our work in order to improve 
timeliness. We are, however, doubtful that we can reach the six month benchmark 
identified by PARC given the investigators are atso responsibte for investigating atI internal 
affairs cases. 

The PPB stitl remains dedicated, however, to reducing the time frame of these cases as 
much as possible. To maintain abreast of active cases, every Monday PPB Commanders 
receive automaticatty generated updates of currentty open Officer-invotved Shooting and 
ln-custody Death cases. 

Whenever it is possibte, Commander's use this information to push these cases to be 
compteted quickty and completely. 

Maximum Allowable Timeline, as stated in Directive 335.00:
Event --- Day 0 
Grand Jury (median noted by PARC) ---- Day 11 

Detectíve lnvestigation (30 days) 
lT/Training Receive Cases --- Day 41 
Detective / Traîning/ lA coordination period (1 4 days) 
Training / IA concurrent investigations (42 doys) 
Training/lA Completes lnvestigation ----------- ------ Day 97 
Sent to Unit Commander (shoutd happen as soon as investigation compteted). 
RU Review (21 days.) Day 119 
Commander's Review (7 days.*) Day 127 
Force Board Hearing (21 days from RU review to setect a date) Day 148

*if more time is required, an exptanation must be sent to the Assistant Chief

**the chief can atso send the fite back to the RU
 

Relevant Timeline Details, as stated in Directive 335.00: 
1)The invotved member has at teast 14 days to review the case file before the UFRB 

meeting. (page 3, [ines 17-18') 
2) The Review Board Coordinator witt: 

a) within 21 days of receiving of the RU Manager's analysis and proposed findings from 
the Branch chief, select a date to convene the UFRB. (page 3, lines 33-34) 
b) notify the involved member of the date and time of the UFRB at least 14 days prior to 
the UFRB meeting. (page 3, lines 40-41) 

3) The Detective Division witl have: 
a) 30 days from the conctusion of the Grand Jury proceedings or decision by the District 
Attorney to comptete the investigative case notebook. (page 4, [ines 13-71) 
b) two weeks after distributing the case notebooks, to meet with members of the 
lnternal Affairs and Training Divisions to discuss areas to be reviewed and presented at 
the UFRB. (page 4, lines ZZ-24) 

4) The Training Division witl have: 
a) two weeks to review the case notebook and meet with representatives of the lnternal 
Affairs and Detective Divisions. (page 4, lines 42-46) 
b) six weeks to comptete its anatysis. (page 5, lines 1-6) 
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5) The lnternal Affairs Division witt have: 
a) two weeks to review the case notebook and meet with representatives of the Training 
and Detective Divisions. (page 4, tines 28-31) 
b) six weeks to comptete its anatysis. (page 4, [ines 32-34) 

6) The RU Manager witl review atl case files and prepare an anatysis and proposed findings 
for the Branch chief within 21 days. 

7) The Branch Chief witl have seven days to either send the case fite back to the RU 
manager for further anatysis, concur with the anatysis, or prepare a supptemental 
anatysis with proposed findings. 

Reference:
 
Bureau Directive 335.00
 

Workgroup Comment: see CRC Recommendation 2010.8 - The Bureau should develop a 
timeline checklist to accompany each fficer-involved shooting or in-custody death case, use 
current baselines to set reasonable timeliness targets, manage resources to adequately meet 
timelines, and track results. 

Recommendation 2006.8: Barring medical necessity, involved members should be
 
limited to being accompanied in their appearance before the Force Board to a union
 
representative or an attor
 

Bureau Response:
 
Updated Directive 335.00 specifies "lnvotved Members' Responsibitities," which is atso
 
considered their "Rights." Lines 22-25 on page 3 specify that onty in the case of medical
 
necessity is it permitted for the invotved member to be accompanied by anyone other
 
than a bargaining unit representative or an attorney.
 

Reference:
 
Bureau Directive 335.00
 

Workgroup Comment: item complete. 
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Recommendation 2006.92 The PPB should redraft Section 335.00 so as to remove 
the inconsistencies and lack of claritv in the present rsron. 

Bureau Response: 
Since the 2006 PARC foltow-up, Directive 335.00 has been revamped to improve ctarity 
and rernove atl inconsistencies. As PARC suggested, Directive 336.00 was formutated, 
separating the sections for the two distinct review boards - Force and Performance. 

PARC had 1 1 buttet-pointed concerns: 

Because the Policy Manual does not divide its sections into numbered
 
subdivisions and paragraphs, but rather uses only subject headings to
 
divide up sections that sometimes run for many pages (Section 335.00, for
 
example; is 10 pages long), there is no clear structural framework to policy
 
provisions, thus making the of gaps or conflicts more likely.
 

Bureau Response: Not Compteted. Directives 335.00 and 336.00 do not have 
numbered sub-sections, as they fottow the same format as atl other Bureau Directives, 
which do not have numbered sub-sections. 

Workgroup Comment: the Bureau has since indicated that it is currently renumbering its 
Directives. The Workgroup strongly supports this effort. Testimony was presented both 
by Br,treatt personnel and the public about the lack of numbered subsections making 
misunderstandings more likely. This has been a common source ofJiustrationfor years. 

The review to be conducted by the Training Division is provided for under
 
the headíng o'The Bargaining Units' Responsibilities." These provisions
 
seem to require that the Training Division review the file after the
 
involved member and his representative have reviewed the case fTte. But
 
both logic and the actual practice dictate that the Training review happen
 
far earlier, while Internal Affairs is doing its tion.
 

Bureau Response: Compteted. This is the current practice, as codified in 335.00 
(page 4 - [ine 41 through page 5 - tine 6 in the Appendix version). 

Workgroup Comment: item complete. 

The heading "The Bargaining Units' Responsibilities'o and the heading 
'6Use of Force Review Board Procedures" contain parallel and almost 
entirely duplicative provisions about Internal Affairs' responsibilities. 

Bureau Response: Completed. 

Workgroup Comment: item complete. Bargaining Units' Responsibilities has been 
deleted and provisions now detailed in 335.00, IA Manager Responsibilities, lines 27-39 
on page 4 of the Appendix version. 
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Under the heading llThe Bargaining Units' Responsibilities" and under the
 
subheading 'oBranch chief reviewr" the unit commander is given 21 days
 
to review the fïle and make a finding. But under the heading "RU
 
Manager Responsibilities (or his/hei desÍgnee)r" the unit coñrmander is
 

n 14 davs to make a findi 

Bureau Response: Compteted. The RU Commander has 21 days to prepare an analysis 
and proposed findings for atl UFRB incidents received by the RU manager. 

Workgroup Comment: RU Manager Responsibilities have been clarffied with the 
revision of 335.00 (see lines 8-14 on page 5 of the Appendix version). 

Under the heading ooThe Bargaining Units' Responsibilities" and under the
 
subheading "Branch chief review," the Assistant Chief is instructed to
 
review the file and then to forward it to Internal Affairs. This provision
 
does not allow the Ässistant Chief to take any action other than reviewing
 
the file and passing it along. But under the heading "Branch Chief
 
Responsíbilities (or his/her designee)," the Assistant Chief is given
 
detailed instructions as to what to do if s/he agrees with the unit
 
commander's recommended finding and disciptine, and no instructions as
 
to what to do if s/he either disagrees with the unit commander's
 
recommended finding or discipline, or if the unit commander makes no
 
recommendation for discipline. Under the latter heading, the Assistant
 
Chief is further instructed that if his/her determination is to seek less than
 
a suspension, the case is to be sent back to the unit commander for
 
discinline. and rentlv no Force Board will be convened.
 

Bureau Response: Compteted. Directives 335.00 and 336.00 each have their own 
sections entitted "Branch Chief Responsibilities," which ctearly define the appropriate 
actions of the Branch Chief in regards to the Use of Force Review Board or 
Performance Review Board processes respectivety. These sections covers both 
situations in which the Branch Chief agrees and disagrees with the anatysis (see lines 
16-27 on page 5 of the Appendix 335.00 and [ines 18-24 on page 3 of 336.00). 

Workgroup Comment: item complete. The 'Bargaining Unit Responsibilities' has been 
deleted and language clarified in Branch Chief Responsibilities of 335.00 and 336.00. 
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"Deliberationç and voting?i are proyided for without any elaboration under
 
'rAffected Members' Responsibilities." Because the provisions about
 
"affectedo' members and r6deliberations and voting" come at the end of all
 
the specifïc Performance Review Board provisions and before any of the
 
specific Force Board provisions, a fair reading ofthe section leaves one in
 
doubt as to whether these provisions apply to Force Boards or only to
 
Performance Boards.
 

Bureau Response: 335.00 and 336.00 do not specify when the voting takes ptace. 

Workgroup Comment: issue somewhat clarified with the policy revisions. The Board 
Member and UFRB Chair Responsibilities provide some basic details, but as noted - they 
do not specify when voting takes place. Even less information is provided in 336.00. 

See CRC Recommendation 2010.6 - The Bureau should collaborate with key 
stakeholders to develop a dedicated Administrative Rule or Standard Operating 
Procedure detailing the Review Board process. Among other issues, the new policy 
should address how fficer testimony is requested, responsibilities of menebers, advisors, 
and the Chair, and specific voting procedures. 

The same placement problem applies to the provisions relating to o'Chief
 

of Police's Responsibilities." Do those provisions apply only to
 
Performance Boards, as the section's structure suggests? If so, the Chief
 
of Police has no stated role or bilities after a Force Board review.
 

Bureau Response: Completed. See Chief of Potice's Responsibitities in 336.00 

Workgroup Comment: issue clarified with revisions of 335.00 and 336.00. The Chief oJ' 
Police's Responsibilities now appear as the last section in both polices. 

uoaffected'? member is. The first paragraph of theIt is unclear what an 

orAffected Members' Responsibilities" subdivision refôrs to an "involved"
 
member, which is a term defined in Section 335.00. How an loaffected"
 

ooinvolved'o member is not explained. Also, under member differs from an 

the heading ttUse of Force Review Board Proceduresrtt the term ttsuspect"
 

member is used. "suspecto' in this context seems an Ínappropriate
 
substitute for o'involvêd." 

Bureau Response: Compteted. ln Directives 335.00 and 33ó.00, the terms "affected" 
and "suspect" member have been removed. A[[ retevant references inctude the term 
"lnvo[ved" member. 

Workgroup Comment: item complete. Term "suspect" has been removed and a 
distinction is made between "Witness" and "fnvolved" members in the Directive Specific 
Definitions (see page l, lines 31-j2þr 335.00; page l,lines 26-28þr 336.00). 
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Under the heading "Review Board Coordinator Responsibilities,'? 1¡s
 
Force Board is to be convened'ras soon as it is reasonably possible to do
 
sor" but onty in cases where the involved member is facing-a suspension
 
or more serious punishment. Under the heading liThe Bargaining Units'
 
Responsibilities,"'however, the Force Board is to be convened within 21
 

Bureau Response: Compteted. Under Review Board Coordinator Responsibitities, the 
Coordinator witt setect a date to convene the Board within 21 days. 

Workgroup Comment: the PARC recommendation does not clearly present a timeline and 
merely points out the inconsistency between two portions of PPB policy. The new policy 
now states that the Review Board Coordinator will select a date to convene the Board 
within 2l days (see page 3, lines 33-34 þr 335.00; page 2, line 45 þr 336.00). 

Accurate inþrmation on the progress of a case through the Review Board system has 
proven dfficult for the Bureau to capture. From the limited data available, cases seem to 
takefar longer at various stages than policy suggests. See CRC Recommendation 2010.8 

- the Bureau should develop a timeline checklist to accompany each fficer-involved 
shooting or in-custody death case, Ltse current baselines to set reasonable timeliness 
targets, manage resources to adequately meet timelines, and track results. 

Under the heading "The Bargaining Units' Responsibilities," the involved
 
member and his/her representative are twice given 14 days to review the
 
file. Following the second of these duplicative provisions, the Internal
 
Affairs commander Ís told to review any discrepancies alleged by the
 
involved member and then to send the case to the unit commander for
 
fïndings. But under "Use of Force Review Board Procedures" and actual
 
practice, the Internal Affairs commander is supposed to send the file to the
 
unit commander for.findings and the after action report well before the
 
involved member reviews ii.
 

Bureau Response: Compteted. The directives state that the invotved member has 14 
days to review the case fite. This happens upon receipt of the RU Manager's anatysis 
and proposed findings from the Branch chief. 

Workgroup Comment: an involved member is given I4 days to reviewfile beþre a 
UFRB or PRB hearing. Language regarding discrepancies has been deleted. The 
Review Board Coordinator is tasked with facilitating the member's review of the case file 
after the RU manager's analysis andfindings (see page 3, lines 40-41 for 335.00; page 3, 

lines 1-2for 336.00). 
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Although one or more representatives of the involved member's bargaining
 
unit have been allowed in practice to witness the Force Board presentations;
 
the policy does not authorize the presence of union representatives. The
 
policy should be amended to provide for the presence ofone representative
 
of a bargaining unit of the involved member(s) and should make clear
 
whether they may be present for the entire presentation or solely when the
 
involved members are Þresentin
 

Bureau Response: Compteted. The Directives state that "during the 
presentation of the case there may also be representatives from the bargaining 
unit. " 

Workgroup Comment: clarified to some degree under Involved Members' 
Responsibilities (Rights) in 335.00 and 336.00. It is assumed that the bargaining unít 
representative may remain with the Involved Member until executive session. 

Recommendation 2006.10¡ In addition to submitting full written fïndings to the 
Chief related to each determination it makes (and to each minority position, if any), 
the Force Board should document not only each determination it makes but also 
which members voted for or against that determination, or abstained. 

Bureau Response: 
The PPB agrees that providing the Chief with an exptanation of the main points of 
agreement (or disagreement) among Board members is important to ensure that the Chief 
makes the best possibte decision. Directive 335.00 requires the Use of Force Review 
Board Chair to provide the Chief of Potice with a written description of the majority and 
minority opinions of the Use of Force Review Board (see page 5, lines 29-31). 

The PPB does not agree that each board members personal determination be recorded. 
The PPB betieves that a loss of anonymity would make it much more difficult for Board 
members, particutarty Peer members, to weigh the facts of the case objectively. 

Reference:
 
Bureau Directive 335.00
 

Workgroup Comment: see CRC Recommendation 2010.7 - PPB should contract with a 
hearings fficer or administrative law judge to chair andfacilitate all Review Board 
meetings. 

Currently, the opinion of members in the minority is summarized by the Chair and not 
written by a minority representative or neutral observer. The Workgroup has the expectation 
that the briefing memo to the Chief of Police contains fair representation of all opinions in 
the case - including detailed statements of minority and majority positions and any 
significant trends in voting by peer or citizen members. However, a better overall approach 
might include having the hearings fficer or administrative law judge recommended to 

facilitate all Review Board Meetings also write the Chief's hriefing memo. 
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Recommendation 2006.11:, The PPB should periodically conduct anonymous 
surveys of the peer and citizen Force Board panel members to evaluate the process. 
Particular emphasis should be placed on eliciting peer memberso views on their 
abilÍty and wiilingness to **preis candÍd opinioni ãnd to vote Ín accordance with 
their best iud t. 

Bureau Response: 
The PPB conducted its first anonymous survey of peer and citizen Force Board panel 
members, having compteted one survey (as of mid-2008). Over 90% of citizen members 
who responded answered "yes, completety" in response to questions regarding whether 
they fett free and abte to express candid opinions and vote according to their best 
judgment. 

Overat[ resutts show that both peer and citizen members feel free to express their 
opinions, ask questions, and vote according to their best judgment during the process. 

Reference:
 
Citizen Member and Peer Member Survey
 

Workgroup Comment: item complete. 

Recommendation 2006,122 Files on cases going to the tr'orce Board should be 
thoroughly indexed, particularly if the fïles are la than ave 

Bureau Response:
 
The Detective Notebooks, consisting of the vast butk of the material provided to the Use
 
of Force Review Board, is futty indexed and contains a tabte of contents. A modet Tabte
 
of Contents is avaitabte in the Appendix.
 

Once the detective notebooks are complete and move forward in the process, the 
fottowing documents are added to the case notebook: 

1) Training Division anatysis 
2) lnternal Affairs Division investigation and report 
3) Commander's proposed findings and anatysis 

Reference:
 
Model Detective Notebook Tabte of Contents
 

l(orkgroup Comment: item complete. 
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Recommendation 2006.13: The PPB should further emphasize scenarios in ,, ., 
academy and in-service training that help officers weigh the types of rÍsks in 
dangerous situations, the availability and desirability of additional resources, and 
the types of exÍgent circumstances that would influence each tactical alternative. 

Bureau Response: 
The PPB Training division is constantty working to upgrade the quatity of its training, and 
often utitizes scenario techniques in doing so. Examples inctude recent supervisor training 
in Critical lncident Management, where supervisors are abte to appty the concepts in 
scenarios and tabte top exercises. Scenarios are also used in training for vehicte pursuits. 
Pursuit scenarios invotving role ptayers were atso used extensivety during the 2008 Potice 
Vehicte Operations ln-service Training conducted at Porttand lnternational Raceway. 

Other scenario based training is conducted at the Advanced Academy where 
communications skitts, officer safety, and survivat skitts are taught during Patrol Tactics 
training. This scenario based training was increased during the 2008 in-service session. 

References: 
2008 Sergeants Academy Criticat lncident Management training course Lesson Ptan 
2008 Potice Vehicte Operations ln-service Lesson Ptan 
2008-2 Advanced Academy Patrot Tactics Lesson Ptan 

Workgroup Comment: the Training Division revised their curriculum in coordination with 
DPSST to eliminate duplicate training and made efforts to start scenario-based training 
earlier in the advanced academy rather than the last two weeks. New curriculum took effect 
in January 2009. Officers will be trained under stress to make good decisions. 

See CRC Recommendation 2010.9 - City Council should provide adequate resources for 
scenario-based training of PPB fficers and supervisors. 
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Recommendation 2006.142 The PPB should foster a culture and provide options 
that encourage sergeants dealing with critical situations to seek udni.. whän they 
believe it will be useful and should help develop user-friendly mechanisms for 
sergeants to promptly obtain advice *i.n a suþervising lieuienant is not readily 
available, i',, 

Bureau Response: 
Newty promoted sergeants attend a two-week sergeants' academy. The end of the 
academy invotves scenario based training to inctude tactical scenarios. This training 
cuttivates an environment that leads the supervising sergeant to seek hetp from a variety
of sources. This training modet fosters the environment of advice seeking whether it be 
from their lieutenant who might be on a day off, from a lieutenant from another precinct, 
or from another higher ranking member of the bureau. 

Workgroup Comment: the Workgroup encourages the Bureau to provide options that 
encourage sergeants to seek advice, and challenges City Council to provide adeqante 
funding for such training. 

Recommendation 2006.15: The PPB should study whether the benefits of using East 
County Major Crimes Team investigators on deadly force cases outweigh the 
liabilities of using those detectives. If the PPB decides to continue the relationstrip, it 
should develop improved accountability mechanisms and trainÍng for non-FPB , 

rsonnel. 

Bureau Response: 
The PPB continuousty tries to improve our working retationship with outside agencies. We 
have worked closety with East County Major Crimes Team (ECMCT) on not onLy PPB Use of 
Force and shootings, but on joint homicide investigations. The tast joint training 
conducted was in the fatt of 2007 (as of tate 2008). Two PPB members gave a 
presentation to the entire ECMCT on Offìcer lnvotved investigations and procedures. They 
have also sent out new ECMCT supervisors to shadow PPB investigators on these types of 
cases. 

Workgroup Comment: the Workgroup appreciates the Bureau rejecting this 
recommendation on the basis that peer review, transparency, and independence are 
important values. The llorkgroup feels that some of these goals could be enhanced if an 
indep endent overs ight mechanism exis ted for ffi cer-invo lved sho otings and in-cus to dy 
deaths. 

See CRC Recommendation 2010.10 - City Council should expand the role and authority of 
IPR in fficer-involved shootings and in-custody deaths - including the ability to conduct 
independent investigations of these cases as needed. The expanded authority shr¡uld also 
include monitoring roles such as oversight of the crime-scene procedures, evidence 
collection and preservation, witness identification and interviewing, investigativefile 
integrity, and presentation of evidence at Review Boards. 

CRC's PARC Workgroup Report - *y^::;i 



Recommendation 2006.16:'The PPB should enact a policy that proÍides that 
involved and,witness members may not become TIC or Peer Support members in,an 
incident where they were involved in the use of deadty force or were a witness. The 
PPB should ensure that EAP cha its rules and policÍes to foÍbid such conflicts. 

Bureau Response:
 
The Emptoyee Assistance Program Manua[ (under EAP Activations, heading Deadty Force,
 
Iast paragraph) states:
 

"TlC members who are directly involved in a traumatic incident, including witness 
members, will not act in an EAP capacity. At all times members should make sure the 
EAP Coordinator is notified." 

The manual was revised in February 2008. 

References:
 
Emptoyee Assistance Program Manua[ (select pages)
 

Workgroup Comment: item complete. 

CRC's PARC IVorkgroup Report - May 2010 
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Appendix Index 

PARC Recommendations 

New Recommendations in 2005 PARC Report 

New Recommendations in 2006 PARC Report
 

Other Recommendations Referenced in this Review
 

Bureau Directives 

335.00 - Use of Force Boards (with added numbering) 

336.00 - Performance Review Boards (with added numbering) 

630.50 - Emergency Medical Aid 

850.20 - Mental Heath Crises Response 

850.25 - Potice Response to Mental Heath Facilities 

940.00 - After Action Reports and Operation Orders
 

1010.10 - Deadty Physicat Force
 

1010.20 - Physical Force
 

Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) 

Training Division SOP #1-11 - Reviews for the Performance and Use of Force 
Boards 

Detective Division SOP 37 - Detective Division and Homicide Detait Response 
to Officer lnvolved Shootings, Officer Use of Deadty Physicat Force, and ln-
Custody Deaths (with SOP 37 Appendices A and B). 

lnternal Affairs Division SOP D-02 - Use of Force and ln-Custody Deaths 

Other Documentation 

Commander's Findings Shooting Review Temptate 

Sample Commander's Findings Shooting Review 

Emptoyee Assistance Program Manual (select pages) 

Force Board Fact Sheet 

Citizen Member and Peer Member Survey 

Modet Detective Notebook Tabte of Contents 

Partnership Agreement on Mental Heatth Secure Residential Treatment 
Facitities 



New Recommendations in 2005 PARC Repoft 
Recommendation 2005.1: The PPB should set a firm deadline for making its early intervention system 
operational and should prioritize its resources so as to ensure meeting that deadline. 

Recommendation 2005.2: The PPB should promptly draft procedures to govern the administrative 
investigations by the Training Division concerning officer-involved shootings, in-custody deaths, and injuries 
resulting in hospitalization, and it should supplement its procedures for such investigations by the lnternal 
Affairs Division so that they are at least as thorough as its procedures for misconduct investigations. 

Recommendation 2005.3: PPB policy should make clear that administrative investigations of in-custody 
deaths and uses of force resulting in hospitalization are mandatory by eliminating the contradictory provisions 
from Section 335.00 that make them discretionary. 

Recommendation 2005.4: PPB policy should prohibit involved officers from being transported by their 
assigned partners and should require, when feasible, that the transportation be done by a supervísor or a 
detective. 

Recommendation 2005.5: PPB procedures should require (a) that a supervisor and sufficient cover officers be 
present before members try to extract an apparently unarmed person from a vehicle, and (b) ihat tactics 
calculated to protect the safety of both the officers and the occupant of the vehicle be employed. 

Recommendation 2005.6: The PPB should develop a policy that prohibits it from responding to routine patient 
management situations in mental health facilities, and the Bureau should advise all mental health providers in 

the City of Portland of that policy. 

Recommendation 2005.7: The PPB should clarify its policies relating to medical attention and rendering aid to 
make clear that officers who have used deadly force are required to ensure that medical aid is rendered to 
injured persons as soon as possible, unless the circumstances clearly demonstrate that to do so would 
unreasonably endanger the officers or the medical personnel. 

Recommendation 2005.8: The PPB should promulgate the policies and procedures necessary to requíre an 
administrative investigation by lnternalAffairs and a explicit determination by the Use of Force Review Board as 
to whether there was compliance with the policies for ensuring that medical aid is appropriately and timely 
rendered, following the use of deadly force and whenever a person is seriously injured. 

Recommendation 2005.9: Supervisors in the Detective Division should review the work done by investigators 
to ensure that deadly force cases are appropriately investigated, and the results are properly documented. 

Recommendation 2005.10: The PPB should adopt procedures requiring (a)that deadly force investigations be 
led by an officer of a rank equal to or greater than the rank of the most senior officer playing a role in an 
incident, and (b) that interviews of witness officers of command rank be conducted by, or in the presence of, an 
officer of at least equal rank to the member providing evidence. 



New Recommendations in 2006 PARC Repoft 
Recommendation 2006.1: Policy 940.00(b) should be amended to require that the after action report in 
officer-involved shooting and in-custody death cases should be completed within 14 days of receipt by the unit 
commander of the files of the Homicide, Training, and lnternal Affairs investigations of that case. Policy 335.00 
should be amended to make explicit the relationship between the after action report and the unit commander's 
findings in Force Board cases. 

Recommendation 2006.2: Starting with the next appointments or reappointments, the PPB should make 
public the names of the citizens who are members of the Force and Performance board pools. 

Recommendation 2006.3: The PPB should provide a comprehensive orientation to the present and future 
peer members of the Force Board. 

Recommendation 2006.4: The PPB, with input from the PPA and the superior officers' association, should 
draft a fact sheet that sets forth the procedures of the Force Board that directly affect an involved member 
before, during, and after a Force Board presentation and should include that fact sheet with the invitation to the 
involved member to attend the proceeding. The PPB should adopt standardized language for requesting the 
member's statement before the Force Board and should advise involved members' of that language in the fact 
sheet. 

Recommendation 2006.5: PPB policy should require that lnternalAffairs, as part of its administrative 
investigation of deadly force incidents, interview the involved officers, unless Homicide's investigation has 
covered all appropriate issues relating to policy, training, and tactics. 

Recommendation 2006.6: The PPB should notify Force Board members of the final outcomes of cases in 
which they participate. 

Recommendation 2006.7: The PPB should set individual stage and case-long benchmarks so that, barring 
good cause, Force Board hearings will be conducted within six months of the incident. 

Recommendation 2006.8: Barring medical necessity, involved members should be limited to being 
accompanied in their appearance before the Force Board to a union representative or an attorney. 

Recommendation 2006.9: The PPB should redraft Section 335.00 so as to remove the inconsistencies and 
lack of clarity in the present provision. 

Recommendation 2006,10: ln addition to submitting fullwritten findings to the Chief related to each 
determination it makes (and to each minority position, if any), the Force Board should document not only each 
determination it makes but also which members voted for or against that determination, or abstained. 

Recommendation 2006.11: The PPB should periodically conduct anonymous surveys of the peer and citizen 
Force Board panel members to evaluate the process. Particular emphasis should be placed on eliciting peer 
members' views on their ability and willingness to express candid opinions and to vote in accordance with their 
best judgment. 

Recommendation 2006.12:. Files on cases going to the Force Board should be thoroughly indexed, 
particularly if the files are larger than average. 

Recommendation 2006.13: The PPB should further emphasize scenarios in academy and in-service training 
that help officers weigh the types of risks in dangerous situations, the availability and desirability of additional 
resources, and the types of exigent circumstances that would influence each tactical alternative. 

Recommendation 2006.14: The PPB should foster a culture and provide options that encourage sergeants 
dealing with critical situations to seek advice when they believe it will be useful and should help develop user



friendly mechanisms for sergeants to promptly obtain advice when a supervising lieutenant is not readily 
available. 

Recommendation 2006.15: The PPB should study whether the benefits of using East County Major Crimes 
Team investigators on deadly force cases outweigh the liabilities of using those detectives. lf the PPB decides 
to continue the relationship, it should develop improved accountability mechanisms and training for non-PPB 
personnel. 

Recommendation 2006.16: The PPB should enact a policy that provides that involved and witness members 
may not become TIC or Peer Support members in an incident where they were involved in the use of deadly 
force or were a witness. The PPB should ensure that EAP changes its rules and policies to forbid such conflicts. 



Other Recommendations Referenced in this Review 

Recommendation 2008.8 (from PARC's 2009 report): The PPB should require that lnternal 
Affairs re-interview key civilian and officer witnesses to officer-involved shootings, unless 
Homicide's investigation has covered allappropriate issues relating to policy, training, and tactics. 

On page 23 of its 2009 report, PARC states: "We continue to advocate full implementation of 
Recommendation 2005.7. Specifically, the Bureau should amend its policy such that officers are 
required to render aid as soon as possib/e, unless providing such aid would unreasonably 
endanger the officers or medical personnel providing such aid. Such a formulation is stronger and 
more specific than current policy that, per the 2003 change, instructs officers to render aid at the 
earliest time feasible. 'Feasability' is an unclear and imprecise threshold for officer provision of 
medicalaid." 

Recommendation 5.15 (from PARC's 2003 report): The City of Portland should create an 
independent, professionally staffed, and adequately funded mechanism for civilian oversight of 
PPB investigations of administrative issues and analyses of tactical decisions arising out of 
officer-involved shootings and in-custody deaths. At a minimum the oversight mechanism would 
monitor: 

(a)Crime scene processes and procedures (this would involve rolling out to the scenes of 
officer-involved shootings and in-custody deaths); 

(b) Evidence collection and preservation; 
(c) Witness identification and interviewing; 
(d) lnvestigative file integrity and preservation; and 
(e) Presentation of evidence to the Review Level Committee. 

The recommendation is first listed on page 127 of the 2003 report, with a lead-in discussion 
starting on page 126. On pages 44-45 of the 2005 report, PARC revisits Recommendation 5.15 
and notes that no action had been taken by the City of Portland. 

Copies of all four PARC reports are available on IPR's website or by visiting the IPR office. 
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1 335.00 Use of Force Review Boards
 
2 Index: Title;
 
3 Refer: ORS 131.005 Probable Cause, Defined
 
4 ORS 161.015 Deadly Physical Force and Serious Physical Injury, Defined
 

ORS 161.219 Limitations on Use of Deadly Physical Force in Defense of a Person 

6 ORS 161.239 Use of Deadly Physical Force in Making an Arrest or in Preventing an 

7 Escape
8 DIR 341.00 Discipline Process 

9 DIR 342.00 Performance Deficiencies 
DIR 343.00 Criminal Investigations of Portland Police Employees 

li DIR 344.00 Prohibited Discrimination 
12 DIR 1010.10 Deadly Physical Force 
13 DIR 1010.20 Physical Force 
14 Applicable Bargaining Agreements 

16 POLTCY (33s.00)

17 The Use of Force Review Board (UFRB) will serve as an advisory body to the Chief of Folice.
 

18 The UFRB will review cases as defined in subsequent sections of this directive for adherence to
 

19 policy and generally accepted standards. A quorum of five board members is required.
 

2r PROCEDURB (33s.00)

22 Directive SpecifTc Definitions
 
23 Action items: Recommendations for the review of policies, training, supervision, tactics, and
 

24 equipment that are identified during the review board process.
 

Board member: Bureau member or citizen serving on a Use of Force Review Board with the 

26 right to ask questions and to vote on each item being considered. 

27 Case File: A file containing copies of the detective case notebook, the Internal Affairs 
28 investigation and Training Division analysis.

29 Controverted fînding: Determination that is challenged by a Branch Chief, the IAD manager or 
the IPR director. 

3l Involved member: The member whose actions are the subject of the review. 
'Witness32 member: A member who observed some or all of an incident being reviewed. 

33 Findings for officer involved shootings and in-custody deaths are defined as: 

34 a. In policy. 
b. Out of policy.

36 c. In policy with debriefing.
37 1. Tactical development.
38 2. Organizational review. 
39 3. Performance analysis. 

4l Selection Process for Board Members (335.00)

42 a. The Chief of Police will select volunteers to form a pool of citizen members to serve on the
 

43 UFRB.
 
44 !. Citizen board members must pass a background check, participate in training to become
 

familiar with Bureau training and policies, and sign a confidentiality agreement. Training 
46 
47 
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1 for Board members will include such topics as use of force, just cause, discipline policy
2 and Bureau directives. 
3 2. Citizen members will be required to participate in ride-alongs to maintain suffîcient 
4 knowledge of police patrol procedures 

3. The names of citizenmembers serving in the pool will be made public.
6 b. The Chief of Police will also appoint Bureau members from each rank to serve as peer
7 members for the boards. Peer member applications will be reviewed by the Services Branch 
8 chief and representatives of the Bureau's bargaining units. Peer representatives from the 
9 involved member's RU will not serve on the UFRB. 

c. All Board members will serve at the discretion of the Chief of Police. 
11 d. All Board members will receive a comprehensive orientation regarding the UFRB process.
 
T2
 

13 The Use of Force Review Board's Scope (335.00)

14 a. To review the following use of force incidents:
 

1. All officer involved shootings.
16 2. Serious injury caused by an officer that requires hospitalization and 
11 treatment. 
18 3. All in-custody deaths. 
19 4. Less lethal incidents where the recommended finding is out of policy. 

5. Discretionary cases referred by the Chief of Police or Branch chief. 
21 6. Controverted findings.

22 b. To recommend findings to the Chief of Police on whether or not the force used was
 
23 within Portland Police Bureau policies.

24 c. To comment on the adequacy and completeness of the investigation and the RU
 

manager's findings of the investigation. 
26 d. To ask for additional investigation, if needed. 
27 e. To recommend action items. 
28 f. To consider performance issues regarding the involved member. 
29 1. Performance issues involving a witness member will be referred to the Performance 

Review Board as a separate action. 
31 

32 Use of Force Review Board Composition (335.00)
33 A UFRB will be composed of eight voting members and six advisory members: 
34 a. Three Branch chiefs. The Services Branch chief serves as the chair. 

b. Two peer members of the same rank/classif,rcation as the involved member; peer
36 members will be selected from a pre-approved pool of Bureau representatives.
37 c. Two citizen members from a pre-approved pool of citizen volunteers. 
38 d. Member's RU manager.
39 e. The Office of Accountability and Professional Standards manager (advisory member).

f. The Review Board Coordinator (advisory member).
4l g. A representative from the Bureau of Human Resources (advisory member).
42 f. A representative from the City Attorney's Office (advisory member).
43 i. Internal Affairs Division Manager (advisory member)
44 j Independent Police Review Director (advisory member) 

During the presentation of the case there may also be representatives from the following:
46 a. Training Division. 
47 
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1 b. Divisions with investigative functions (IAD, Detectives, Precinct).

2 c. Bargaining units.
 
J
 

4 Board Member Responsibilities (335.00)
 
a. Board members will engage in honest and thoughtful discussions and vote based on the 

6 Board member's best judgment. 
7 b. All case flrles are confidential in nature. Board members will not discuss or disclose any 

8 information about the cases without the authorization of the Services Branch chief. 

9 c. Case fîles will be reviewed by Board members under the following procedures: 

1. The review must take place in the Review Board Coordinator office. 
11 2. No materials will be removed from the Review Board Coordinator office including
 
12 case files or notes taken during case review.
 
13 d. The Board should request additional information whenever the Board determines that
 
14 such information would be necessary to make a decision.
 

16 InvolvedMembers' Responsibilities (Rights) (335.00)
 
17 a. The involved member has at least 14 days to review the case file before the UFRI]
 
18 meeting.

19 b. If the involved member elects to be present, the involved member may, after the
 

presentation of the case, provide information to the UFRB regarding the incident. 
2I c. The involved member may provide information to the UFRB in written or oral fomat. 
22 d. The involved member may be accompanied before the Boarcl by a bargaining unit 
23 representative or an attorney.
24 1. In the case of medical necessity, the UFRB chair may authorize the involved member 

to be accompanied by another necessary person. 

26 e. The involved member is allowed to remain until executive session. 

27 
28 Review Board Coordinator Responsibilities (335.00) 
29 The Review Board Coordinator is a non-sworn position assigned to the Chief of Police's 

office. The Review Board Coordinator convenes the UFRB and oversees its function. 
31 a. Upon receipt of the IAD investigation report and Training Division analysis, forward the 
32 case file to the RU Manager to prepare an analysis and proposed findings. 
33 b. Upon receipt of the RU Manager's analysis and proposed findings from the Branch chief, 
34 within 2I days, select a date to convene the UFRB. 

1. If the involved member is unable to attend due to illness or emergency, the meeting 
36 may be rescheduled by the RBC with permission from the UFRB chair. 
31 2. The RBC will select members to form each UFRB.
 
38 c. Ensure that the Training and IAD managers receive a copy of the RU manager's analysis
 
39 and proposed findings.
 

d. Notify the involved member of the date and time of the UFRB at least 14 days prior to 
4l the UFRB meeting and facilitate the member's review of the case file. 
42 e. Issue an invitation to the involved member(s) to be present and to participate in providing 
43 a personal account ofthe incident details. 
44 f. Provide the involved member with a written description of the UFRB procedures. 

g. Act as the custodian of the case file. 
46 
47 
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t h. Notify IAD in writing of the UFRB's recommendations. Notify IAD in writing if the
 
2 Chief s decision changes the UFRB's recommendations.
 
3 i. Notify the Board members of the final decision by the Chief of Police of those cases
 
4 heard by the members.
 

j. Coordinate with citizen and peer members for review of the case fîle. 
6 k. Assist in the review process as required.
1 l. Maintain a record of all recommendations and action items identified and document the 
8 actions taken in response to the recommendations or action items. 
9 m. Advise and assist in ensuring that all proper procedures are adhered to. 

n. Assist in the preparation of appropriate documents. 
11 

12 Detective Division Manageros Responsibilities (335.00)
13 a. At the conclusion of the Grand Jury/Public Inquest proceedings or decision by the 
14 District Attomey regarding whether criminal charges will be flrled against any involved 

member, the Detective Division will have 30 days to complete the investigative case 
16 notebook and provide copies of the case notebook to the following.
11 1. Review Board Coordinator. 
18 2. Internal Affairs Division manager.
19 3. Training Division manager 

4. Involved member's bargaining unit representative.
21 5. IPR director.
 
22 b. V/ithin two weeks of distributing the case notebooks, investigators will meet with
 
23 members of the Internal Affairs and Training Divisions to discuss areas to be reviewed
 
24 and presented at the UFRB.
 

c. Prepare and present an oral presentation at the UFRB. 
26 
27 IAD Manager Responsibilities (335.00)
28 a. Upon receipt of the completed Detective Division case notebook, IAD will have two 
29 weeks to review the case notebook and meet with representatives of the Training and 

Detective Divisions. The purpose of this meeting is to review the relevant issues of the 
31 event and to designate responsibilities for each RU's analysis.
32 b. IAD will then have six weeks to complete its investigation. 
33 1. IAD should interview the involved member unless the Detective Division's 
34 investigation covered all appropriate issues relating to policy, training and tactics. 

c. The completed IAD investigation report will be forwarded to the Review Board 
36 Coordinator. 
37 d. The IAD manager will ensure that a written report and oral presentation are prepared for 
38 the UFRB. The IAD report and presentation will focus on policy related issues raised by
39 the review. 

4l TrainingDivision Manageros Responsibilities (335.00)

42 a. Upon receipt of the completed Detective Division case notebook, the Training Division
 
43 will have two weeks to review the case notebook and meet with representatives of the
 
44 Internal Affairs and Detective Divisions.
 

1. The purpose of this meeting is to review the relevant issues of the incident and to 
46 designate responsibilities for each RU's analysis. 
4l 
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1 b. Training will then have six weeks to complete its analysis. The completed analysis will 
2 be forwarded to the Review Board Coordinator. The Training manager will ensure that a 

3 written analysis and oral presentation is prepared for the UFRB. This Training analysis
4 will focus on the following items: 
5 1. Tactics, policies, equipment and level of force used. 
6 2. Training provided to the member.
 
7
 

8 RU Manager Responsibilities (335.00)
 
9 a. Review all UFRB case files and prepare an analysis and proposed findings for all UFRB
 

10 incidents received by the RU manager.

11 b. Forward the analysis and proposed findings to the Branch chief within 2L days. The 2I
 
12 day review period starts on the day after the case file is received at the RU. If the 2l day

13 timeline can not be met; the RU Manager must submit a memorandum to his/her Branch
 
14 Chief explaining the circumstances causing the delay.
 
15
 

I6 Branch Chief Responsibilities (335.00)
 
17 a. Review a1l analyses and proposed findings.

18 b. If the Branch chief concurs with the analysis and proposed findings, the case will be
 
19 for-warded to the Review Board Coordinator within seven days.
 
20 c. If the Branch chief disagrees with the analysis or proposed findings, he/she will meet
 
2l with the RU manager to resolve the disagreement or prepare a supplemental analysis and
 
22 proposed findings.

23 d. Within seven days, the Branch chief shall either send the case file back to the RU
 
24 manager for further analysis or prepare the supplemental analysis and proposed findings

25 and send these to the RBC.
 
26 e. The seven day review period begins on the day after the case file is received by the
 
21 Branch chief.
 
28
 
29 UFRB Chair Responsibilities (335.00)

,30 a. The UFRB Chair will provide the Chief a written description of the majorify and any
31 minority opinions of the UFRB. 
32 

33 Chief of Police's Responsibilities (335.00) 
34 a. Review and evaluate the recommended finding(s) and discipline.
35 b. Determine the appropriate course of action andlor discipline.
36 c. Return the case to the Review Board Coordinator for processing. 
31 d. In a case where suspension without pay, demotion or discharge is proposed, conduct or 
38 delegate the authority to conduct a due process meeting.
39 e. Consider information presented by the employee in the due process meeting, make a final 
40 recommendation to the Commissioner-in-Charge and, once frnalized, forward 
4I documentation of the imposed discipline and the investigative file to the Review Board 
42 Coordinator. 
43 
44 
45 

46 
47 
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1 336.00 PERFORMANCE REVIEW BOARDS 
2 Index: Title 
3 
4 
5 

Refer: DIR 330.00 Intemal Affairs, Complaint Investigation Process 
DIR 341.00 Discipline Process 
DIR 342.00 Performance Deficiencies 

6 
7 

DIR 343.00 Criminal Investigations of Portland Police Employees 
DIR 344.00 Prohibited Discrimination 

8 Applicable Bargaining Agreements 
9 

1O POLICY 
11 The Performance Review Board (336.00)

12 The Performance Review Board (PRB) will serve as an advisory body to the Chief of Police.
 
13 The PRB will review cases as defined in subsequent sections of this directive for adherence to
 
14 policy and generally accepted standards. A quorum of five board members is required.
 
15
 

16 PROCEDURES (336.00)
11 Directive Specific Definitions 
18 Action items: Recommendations for the review of policies, training, supervision, tactics, and 
19 equipment that are identified during the review board process.
20 Board member: Bureau member or citizen serving on a Performance Review Board with the 
21 right to ask questions and to vote on each item being considered. 
22 Case File: File containing the originals or copies of the Internal Affairs l'rle or other 
23 investigation materials for a PRB case. 
24 Controverted finding: Determination that is challenged by a Branch chief, the IAD manager or 
25 IPR director. 
26 Involved member: The member whose actions are the subject of the review. 
27 Witness member: Member who observed some or all of an incident being reviewed by the 
28 PRB. 
29
 
30 Selection Process for Board Members (336.00)
 
31 a. The Chief of Police will select volunteers to form a pool of citizen members to sele on
 
32 the PRB.
 
33 1. Citizen board members must pass a background check, participate in training to 
34 become familiar with Bureau training and policies and sign a confidentiality
35 agreement. Training for Board members will include such topics as use of force, just 
36 cause, discipline policy and Bureau directives. 
37 2. Citizenmembers will be required to participate in ride-alongs to maintain sufficient 
38 knowledge of police patrol procedures.
39 b. The Chief of Police will also appoint Bureau members from each rank to serve as peer
40 members for the boards. Peer member applications will be reviewed by the Services 
4I Branch chief and representatives of the Bureau's bargaining units. Pool representatives
42 will not serve on a PRB for a member of the pool representative's RU. 
43 c. All Board members will serve at the discretion of the Chief of Police. 
44 d. All Board members will receive a comprehensive orientation regarding the PRB process. 
45 
46 The Performance Review Board's Scope (336.00) 
47 
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1 The PRB is to review all cases that involve: 
2 
3 
4 

a. Investigations resulting in a sustained fînding and the proposed discipline are suspension 

without pay or greater. See DIR 341.00 Discipline Process for procedures for Discipline 
Process-Less than Suspension. 

6
'7 
8 
9 

b. A controverted finding. 
d. A request for review by the Chief of Police or a Branch chief. 
e. All completed Equal Employment Opportunity investigations. 

The PRB may make recommendations regarding the adequacy and completeness of the 

investigation, the fîndings of the investigation, the proper charges, and the level of discipline. 
The PRB may also suggest action items to address training or policy issues that have emerged 

11 from an investigation or various investigations. In cases where discipline is recommended, the 
12 PRB will recommend a level of discipline that is consistent with the applicable City and Bureau 
13 rules, including obligations under collective bargaining agreements. 

l4 
Performance Review Board Composition (336.00) 

16 A PRB will be composed of six voting members and six advisory members: 
17 a. Three Branch chiefs. The Services Branch chief will serve as the chair. 
18 b. One peer member of the same or comparable rank/classification as the member being 
19 reviewed, and will be selected from a pre-approved pool of Bureau representatives. 

c. One citizen member, selected from a pre-approved pool of citizen volunteers. 
2I d. Member's RU manager.
22 e. The Office of Accountability and Professional Standards manager (advisory member). 
23 f. The Review Board Coordinator (advisory member). 
24 g. A representative from the Bureau of Human Resources (advisory member). 

h. A representative from the City Attorney's Office (advisory member)" 

26 i. The Internal Affairs Division Manager (advisory member) 
27 j. The Independent Police Review Director (advisory member) 
28 During the presentation of the case there may also be representatives from the following: 
29 a. Training Division. 

b. Investigative divisions (IAD, Detectives, Precinct). 
3l c. Bargaining units. 
32 
33 InvolvedMembers' Responsibilities(336.00) 
34 a. The involved member has at least 14 days to review the case file before the PRB meeting. 

b. If the involved member elects to be present, he/she may, after the presentation of the 

36 case, provide information to the PRB regarding the incident. 
37 c. The involved member may provide information to the PRB in written or oral format. 
38 d. The involved member may be accompanied before the Board by abargaining unit 
39 representative or an attorney. 

e. The involved member is allowed to remain until executive session. 

4t 
42 Review Board Coordinator Responsibilities (336.00) 
43 The Review Board Coordinator (RBC) is a non-swom position assigned to the Chief of 
44 Police's office. The RBC convenes the PRB and oversees its function. 

a. Upon receipt of a case file from IAD select a date within 21 days to convene the PRB. 
46 1. The RBC will select members to form each PRB. 
47 
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1 b. Notify the involved member of the date and time of the PRB at least 14 days prior to the
 
2 PRB meeting and facilitate the member's review of the case file.
 
3 c. Issue an invitation to the involved member (s) to be present and to participate in
 
4 providing a personal account of the incident details.
 

d. Provide the involved member with a written description of the PRB procedures.

6 e. Retain a copy of the case file during the PRB process.

7 f. Notify IAD in writing of the PRB's recommendations. Notify IAD in writing if the
 
8 Chief s decision changes the PRB's recommendations.
 
9 g. Notify the Board members of the final decision by the Chief of Police of those cases
 

heard by the members. 
11 h. Coordinate with citizen and peer members for review of the case fîle. 
12 i. Assist in the review process as required.
13 j. Maintain a record of all recommendations identified and document the actions taken in 
14 response to the recommendations. 

k. Advise and assist in ensuring that all proper procedures are adhered to. 
16 l. Assist in the preparation of appropriate documents. 
l7 
18 Branch Chief Responsibilities (336.00)
19 a. Review the RU manager's recommendations for findings and discipline within seven 

days and then forward to IAD. 
2l b. If a finding includes discipline that is less than a suspension, return the case file to the RU 
22 manager to implement discipline. Documentation of the completed discipline will be 
23 returned to the Branch chief who will forward it to IAD. 
24 c. If a fînding includes discipline of a suspension or greater, forward the case file to IAD. 

26 Chief of Police's Responsibilities (336.00)

21 a. Review and evaluate the recommended finding(s) and discipline.

28 b. Determine the appropriate course of action andlor discipline.

29 c. Return the case to the RBC for processing.
 

d. In a case where suspension without pay, demotion or discharge is being considered,
31 conduct (or delegate the authority to conduct) a due process meeting.
32 e. Consider information presented by the employee in the due process meeting, and if 
33 discipline is the final recommendation, make the final recommendation to the 
34 Commissioner-in-Charge and, once finalized, forward documentation of the imposed 

discipline and the investigative file to the Review Board Coordinator. 
36 
37 
38 

39 
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630.50 EMERGENCY MEDICAL AID 

Index: Title 

PROCEDURE (630'so)

;mfiX 
*î,ï::iå'"t$'"T-t"?"r medicar aid to ill or injured persons under 

,0. aÏ:îîåå"#;ïit;, 
completed.a Bureau approved First Responder or First 

-
Àìã course within the past three.years' 

b. The member r'ät f"""tpn certified within the past year' 

c. Primary poti"t"O*i"' have been accomplished' 

1. Any i**ååi" ã""ge' hus been neutralized' 
or have fled the imrne

2. Dangerous subjects have been upit"ft"na"a 

diate area' 

3. Any required emergency assill11;e has been requestedby telephone 

or radio' at the earliest time feasible' 
,tt"'ã"*U"t will perform artificial re

tf the above "on¿itiårlï"fruî'UäLr-,*r,
stscitation, ir n""""uliî;tî;;;;';t-*ii'"¿î"tti"t rest'scitation mask' Artifi

if ü; ;;thorize<l barrier mask is 

cial resttscitution "tll'Ë"Ë;t'*.

unavailable'
 

"ii,ïili,",îî:',fli'ïï:::î!:lîîìi:i""Ïls'membe'lsw.ill^:::"intophvsi
cal contact *ir¡ in¿iuiä""ìr'*f..*¿ *itfr...orn'i"nica'le diseases' T'ese dis

c' AlDs''Tubercutrosis' 
eases include, uut utå"nli-ri"^ltecl to' Hepati;;;B' "t

rtnàäú"tt .fu:::l.g inilivicluals i. the 

Diphtheria un¿^ätîî¿t-nuiät Jour¿ tuke the follow ing precaut ton s :""rtu['iî"ïr""îãir""r"r.
i'i'J"t* of contamination fì'om 

a' Wear surgrcal gloves il thle it "'påiJiUifity 
bodY fluids' esPeciallY blooo - ^. ^.

b. Wash ttun¿' uJ'oon ãfter contact'as oossible' 

c. clean ili"fJ'än-i*inut"d,stin, clothing and equipment as soon 

""d i-iã+ chlorine bleach solution' 
u, po"iuttîiìr' " 

d' lf it o u po"lUitity thlt Uo¿v n"iãînom an infected individual have 

p"n"t'ut"oìttä-*åáu"''t'tin'"ooiJ"iìtt""*pottt'"lineandfollowre
portingn,"lï;ì'."î'ñ;,*p".,*"däïr'ã'"'i'*uerisavailableinthe 
þroblJm Solving Resource Gutdet 

e' Write s;;ì;iï"pofi docume'ntins the incident'
available in the flrst aid 

^ 
Surgical grou", uiiäilã"*;.,otution..iiìi;;;;J" 

kits in the Precincts' 

First Aid suppli;:Jt;3f3]l 
aid supplies will be readily accessible to all mem

u",,. s.,plriT:ï1iffiil;"jå'.nå'ivp* of inj.uries that could occul at 

,HJÏåî:l';Ïii",iläil'.aidc.ontainer,adetulle.toprotectcontents*itt U" ivailable in each 

from damage' <leterioration o' "oituîiiatt"t' 



patrol vehicle, police mororcycle, and on each floor of all workiäi* 
c. 

å'ååìJi.#fr,,ïiïirion of firsr aid kits will be posted in conspicuous 

d. RU managers are responsille fo1 the regular inspection, maintenance,rnventory and condition of first aid kits. 



850.20 MENTAL HEALTH CRISES RESPONSE 
Index: Title 
Refer: ORS 161.336(5) Conditional Release by Psychiatric Security Review 

Board: Termination or Modification of Conditional Release 

ORS 181.530 Commitments 
ORS 426.228 Police Officer Taking Person into Custody * Mental 
Treatment 
ORS 430.735 -765 Dufy of Cerlain Persons (incl. Peace Officers) to 
Report Abuse of Mentally Ill or Developmentally Disabled Adults 
DIR 850.30 Juveniles, Custody 
Report of Peace Officer Custody of an Allegedly Mentally Ill 
Person(CIT Coordinator) 
Report of Peace Officer Custody of an Allegedly Mentally Ill Person as 

Directed by a Community Mental Health Director (CIT Coordinator) 

POLTCY (8so.2o) 
It is common for members to have contact with persons who by their actions 

indicate that they may have a mental illness. No person shall be taken into 
custody for mental illness alone. A rnentally ill person will only be taken into 
custody when he/she has also committed an arrestable offense, has a valid 
detention order against him/her, or has demonstrated by his/her actions, as 

observed by a reliable person, that he/she poses a danger to him,4rerself or to 

others; and is in need of immediate care, custody or treatment for a mental 
illness. 

PROCEDURES (8s0.20) 
Directive Specific Definition 

Abuse is: 
a. Any death caused by other than accidental or natural means. 

b. Any physical injury caused by other than accidental means or that 
appears to be at variance with the explanation given of the tnjury. 

c. Willful infliction of physical pain or injury. 
d. Sexual harassment or exploitation, including but not limited to any 

sexual contact between an employee of a facility or community 
program and an adult mentally ill or developmentally disabled person 

who receives services from the community program or facility. 

Mandatory Reporting Requirements (850.20) 
Mernbers will complete an Investigation Report for allegations of abuse to 

mentally ill and developmentally disabled persons and forward a copy of the 

repoft to the Multnomah County Mental Health Division or to the 

Developmental Disabilities Services Division. Members will report non-criminal 
natters to the Gatekeeper Program as listed in the Problem Solving Resource 

Guide. 

Crisis Intervention Team (CIT) (850.20) 



CIT consists of sworn rnembers who have completed the qualifying CIT 
training. CIT members assigned to patrol will be used for incidents involving 
persons in a crisis due to a mental illness or developmental disability. 

BOEC will dispatch the nearest CIT officer assigned to the precinct of 
occurrence as the primary investigator. If no precinct CIT officers are available, 
BOEC will search citywide for an available CIT member to respond. CIT 
offtcers will notify his/her supervisor when leaving precinct boundaries. BOEC 
will dispatch cover units, including additional CIT members, as appropriate. If a 
CIT member is dispatched as the primary, he/she will investigate the incident 
and make appropriate custodies, transports or referrals. He/She will remain the 
lead investigator, unless relieved by a supervisor or not needed due to a change 
in circumstances before the CIT member's arrival. 

Members involved in an incident requiring CIT should request their response. 
If the member has already taken a person into custody, he/she may still request 
CIT for assistance in making appropriate referrals or for assistance in processing 
the person. In this case, CIT will not act as the primary investigator. 

Supervisors may use CIT members to make initial contact with subject(s) 
involved in incidents requiring the Hostage Negotiation Tearn (HNT). CtT will 
not be used in place of HNT, but HNT may use CIT as neeclecl. 

Dispositions (850.20) 
Members will consider the nature of the situation and the behavior of the 

allegedly mentally ill person involved in determining the appropriate dìsposition 
of the person. Mernbers rnay choose frorn the following options: 

a. Refer to a mental health agency, crisis hotline or other related service 
agency. Resource information can be located through the Police 
Information Line or the Problem Solving Resource Guide. 

b. Consult with a mental health or medical professional. Members can 
request, through BOEC, a Mobile Crisis Team to respond to the scene, 
if available. Members may contact the person's health professionals, 
the mental health crisis line or other appropriate resource agencies. 

c. Transport the person to a mental health or medical facility for voluntary 
care when no other means of transportation are readily available. 
Assisted pèrsons should not be dangeious and be able to manage their 
behavior. Members should escort persons into the waiting area and 
introduce the person to facility staff. Members are not required to 
standby. Members will complete a Special Report and document the 
incident and transport. 

d. Take the person into custocly (civil) when there is probable cause that 
the person is a danger to him/herself or another person and is in need of 
immediate care, custody or treatment for mental illness and transport 
him/her to the appropriate secure evaluation unit or to the nearest 
designated hospital for a mental health evaluation. 

e. Take the person into custody for an anestable offense or, in the case of 
a citeable offense, cite the person and either take the person into 



custody (civil) for a mental health evaluation or voluntarily transport 
the person to a treatment facility. 

Peace Officer Custody for an Allegedly Mentally lll Person (Civil Custody 
Report) (850.20) 

When taking an allegedly mentally ill person into custody (civil) for a mental 
health evaluation, members will: 

a. Transport the individual to the appropriate secure evaluation facility, or 
if there is no secure evaluation facility or if the unit is on divert, to the 
nearest designated hospital emergency department that conducts mental 
health evaluations. 

b. Remain at the facility until a physician determines whether the person 
will be admitted. If not admitted, the member may arrest the person for 
an offense, transport the person back to the original custody location or 
both. In the case where no anest is made and the person chooses not fo 
retrun to the location of custody, the person will be released outside the 
care facility. 

c. Cornplete an Investigation Report and a Civil Custody Report, before 
leaving the faoility. 

d. Make copies of both reports. Leave the original Civil Custody Report 
and a copy of the Investigation Report with the secure evaluation unit 
or the reseiving hospital. Tum in the original Investigation Report 
along with a copy of the Civil Custody Report to a supervisor before 
the end of his/her shift. 

Peace Offïcer Custody of an Allegedly Mentally III Person per a Mental 
Health Director (Director's Custody Report) (850.20) 

When assisting a community health and developmental disabilities prograrn 
director or designee in taking an allegedly mentally ill person into custody, 
members will: 

a. Verify the authority of the person signing the Director's Custody 
Report and ordering the custody (civil). Approved Qualified Mental 
Health Professionals (QMHP) have identification cards from 
Multnomah County. 

b. Take into custody (civil) the person named on the Director's Custody 
Report and notify a supervisor. 

c. Obtain the Director's Custody Report from the director or designee and 
transport the person to the medical facility as designated by the 
director. 

d. Remain at the facility until custody is transferred to the facility 
security, if needed. Member should report their observations to a 

facility social worker or physician and check with the facility before 
leaving the premises. In the case where facility security relieved the 
officer and the person was not admitted, the officer may be requested to 
return to the facility and must transport the individual back to the 
original contact location. 



e. Complete a Special Report documenting the custody (civil) and 
transport. 
Leave the original Director's Custody Report and a copy of the Special 
Report with the secure evaluation unit or the receiving hospital. 

ob.	 Turn in the original Special Report along with a copy of the Director's 
Custody Report to a supervisor before the end ofhis/her shift. 

Psychiatric Security Review Board (PSRB) Orders of Revocation (850.20) 
PSRB will direct members to take PSRB supervised persons into custody on 

Revocation Orders, which are comparable to arrest warrants. When a member is 
notified of a PSRB Revocation Order, typically through a PSRB LEDS message 
reading: "No Criminal Warrant, PSRB Order for mandatory return to Oregon 
State Hospital" members will: 

a. Take the person named in the Revocation Order into custody and notify 
a supervisor. 

b. Ensure the Oregon State Hospital Communications Center is notified 
(see the Problem Solving Resource Guide for the number). 

c. Transport, with one other rnember, the person to the Oregon State 
Hospital Comrnr.rnications Center. If additional verifìcation of 
Revocation Order is needed, the PSRB Executive Director may be 
contacted (see the Problem Solving Resource Guide for the number). 

d. Document the incident on a Police Custody Report and turn it into a 
supervisor before the end ofhis/her shift. 

F scaped Mental Patients (850.20) 
Members may be requested to take escaped patients into custody. This will be 

done only when: 
a. An escapee from a state hospital was committed under ORS 181.530 

due to a conviction of a crime or committed as sexually dangerous. 
Notice can be in writing or by teletype. 

b. A civilly committed person unlawfully escapes from a residential 
facility and the facility produces the order of commitment. 

c. An escapee is deemed to be a danger to him/herself or others.
 
If escapees meet the above criteria, members should:
 

a. Take the escapee into custody (civil) and transport him/her to the 
appropriate secure evaluation unit or nearest designated hospital. 

b. Contact the facility escaped from and notify them of location to pick up 
their escapee. 

c. Complete a Special Report documenting the incident and transport, to 
include the name of the person notified at the escaped facility, and 
submit the report to a supervisor before the end of his/her shift. 

Warrants of DetentioniTrial Visitation (850.20) 
During pre-trial civil commitment processes, an allegedly mentally ill person 

may be released into the community and be investigated by a civil commitment 
investigator. A civil warrant of detention may also be issued by a judge to take a 



mentally ill person into custody. Members should not become involved in these 

activities unless called to an incident to assist a civil commitment investigator or 
civil deputy in fulfrlling his/her mission. The statutory authority to serve a 

walrant of detention rests with the county sheriff. 

Assisting Hospitals with Mentally lll Patients and Walk-a\ryays (850.20) 
Members will not become involved in incidents within a secure evaluation 

trnit or an emergency care hospital, unless the facility cannot give appropriate 
care or a person becomes violent, resistive or refuses to go with facility arranged 
transportation to an appropriate facility. Secure evaluation units and hospitals 
are responsible for transports to the other care facilities. Members will not take 
into custody voluntarily admitted patients who have walked away from a 

hospital or facility, unless their actions at the time indicate they are a danger to 
themselves or others and are in need of immediate care, custody and treatment 
for mental illness. 

Custody of Juveniles (850.20) 
Juveniles may be taken into custody for a mental health evaluation under the 

sarne cirçurnstances as an adult. The parent/guarclian of the juvenile shoulcl call 
the destination hospital to make arraignments for the completion of any neeclecl 

consent for treatment forms. If a member is unable to gain c<lnsent frorn a 

parent/guardian, he/she will follow the will oontact DHS Child Abuse 24-hour 
Hotline and follow the protective custody guidelines or.rtlined in DIR 850.30. 

Records Division Responsibilities (850.20) 
Records will flag those persons taken into civil custody in PPDS as Allegedly 

Mentally Ill and forward copies of all mental health related reporls to the CIT 
Coordinator. 

RESPONSIBILITY, ACCOUNTABILITY AND CONTROL (850.20) 
Supervisors will ensure that appropriate dispatch and use of CIT procedures 

are followed and ensure against the misuse of CIT. Supervisors will also ensure 

their members follow the investigations and reporting requirements. The CIT 
Coordinator will review all reports forwarded by Records and will act as a 

liaison between the Bureau and the mental health community. 



850.25 POLICE RESPONSE TO MENTAL HEALTH FACILITIES 
Index: Title 
Refer: DIR 720.00 SERT and HNT Use 

DIR 850.20 Mental Health Crises Response 
DIR 1010.20 Physical Force 
Multnomah Counfy Mental Health and Addiction Services Protocols 

POLTCY (8s0.2s) 
Portland Police Bureau members will provide its services consistent with the 

mission and values of the organization. It is the responsibility of the operators of 
mental health facilities, secure evaluation units, and emergency care hospitals, to 
maintain order within the facility and to provide for the safety and security of 
patients and staff members. In that capacily, Bureau members may be called to 
assist facility staff according to the Multnomah County Mental Health and 
Addiction Services protocols. These protocols state that routine calls and rugent 
calls are to be directed to the Multnomah County Call Center. Only those calls 
for crimes in progress, armed individuals on premises or property, or serious 
assaults to residents or staff will result in a call for police services. Multnomah 
County is responsible for training facility staff in these protocols and monitoring 
compliance. 

PROCEDURE (8s0.2s)
 
CIT Coordinator Responsibilities
 
The CIT Coordinator is responsible to:
 

a. Review police reports that reference police response to persons with 
mental illness and identify issues for follow up. 

b. Work with Bureau personnel to follow up on concerns raised regarding 
response to mental health facilities. 

c. Supply precinct commanders with floor plans of all residential mental 
health facilities within the precinct boundaries. These floor plans will 
be provided by Multnomah County. 

d. Review copies ofreports generated by any response to a residential 
mental health facility to monitor proper usage of the call center 
protocol by the facility. 

e. Conduct regular meetings of the CIT Advisory Committee, with 
representatives from mental health service providers and regulators, to 
review facility issues and problem solve, 

Precinct Commander or Designee Responsibilities (850.25) 
a. Regularly review the floor plans of the residential mental health 

facilities within the precinct boundaries, and share information with
' supervisors and officers. 

b. Forward copies of reports written from any response to a residential 
mental health facility, within his/her precinct boundary, to the CIT 
coordinator. 



c.	 Notify BOEC of the residential mental health facilities within his/irer 
precinct boundaries and ensure the facilities are designated to receive a 

minimum call response of a supervisor, and four offioers (to include a 

CIT officer, if available). 
d.	 Regularly meet with facility management representatives to review: 

1. This directive and expectations of facility management for response 
to patients and requests for police assistance in emergencies. 

2. Facility emergency policies for dealing with combative patients. 
3. Facility floor plan and security features (doors, windows, video 

surveillance, secure rooms, etc.). 
4. The numbers of on-duty staff and their training for response to 

problem behaviors, 

Multnomah County Mental Health and Addiction Services Role (850.25) 
Through a partnership agreement with the Bureau, Multnomah County Mental 

Health and Addiction Services management has created response protocols, and 
will provide ongoing training for facility staff and will monitor compliance. 
These protocols reqnire that facility staff first call the Multnomah County Call 
Center for the following types of calls: 

a. Routine calls: These will be directed to either the Call Centcr or the 
facility administrator. These calls would include consultation related to 
an ongoing event or situation, gathering direction for next steps and 
reporting a missing patient. 

b. Urgent calls: These will be directed to the Call Center. These calls 
would include consultation related to an ongoing event or situation, 
requests for Project Respond and patient transport to the hospital. 

c. Emergency calls: These will be directed to 9-l-1. These calls would 
include fire, medical emergency, crime in progress, armed individuals 
on premises or on the property, or serious assaults to staffor residents. 
Serious assaults are defined as those assaults that would require police 
use of force to interyene. 

Mental Health Facility Rote (850.25) 
Through a partnership agreement with the Bureau and Multnomah County 

Mental Health and Addiction Services, facility adrninistrators and staff are 
responsible to: 

a, Ensure that staff members are trained on the response protocols and 
adhere to them. 

b. Ensure that staff members follow procedures for reporting when police 
are called to their facilities. 

c. Ensure that when police are called, that a staff member will meet police 
outside the facility and provide them with the following:
l. A floor plan that shows the location of the person who requires 

police response, and location ofother patients, visitors and staff. 
2. Information about the incident and persons involved that would aid 

police in planning their response. 



d.	 Participate in incident debriefings. 
e.	 Identify and correct security measures. 

Supervisor Responsibilities (850.25) 
Vy'hen responding to emergencies at mental health facilities, supervisors will 

ensure that a minimum of four offlrcers, to include a CIT officer if available, 
respond in addition to the supervisor. Experience has shown that persons with 
mental illness may be able to fight on and overcome the pain caused by impact 
weapons such as batons or less lethal ammunition strikes, as well as the irritation 
caused by the use of pepper spray. The Taser may be the most effective control 
option when a person is engaging in physical resistance to a lawful police action 
or aggressive physical resistance to a lawftrl police action. See DIR 105 I .00 
Taser, Less Lethal V/eapon System for use guidelines and reporting 
requirements. 

The following are tactical guidelines for supervisors to consider before entry 
into a psychiatric facility: 

a. Ensure that all responding officers stage and await the arrival of all 
necessary personnel and equipment as needed. 

b. Meet with a facility staff member outside of the builcling and gather all 
possible information regarding the inciclent and the patient(s). 

c. Evaluate the necessity for police intervention in the incident, 
considering the severity ofthe threat and the options to resolve it. 

d. Review the need for the activation of SERT in cases where the patient 
is barricaded and intervention is needed or the potential ofa hostage 
situation exists. 

e. If police intervention is warranted, develop a tactical plan taking 
advantage of the most effective control options that may safely resolve 
the incident. 

f. 	Speciltc tactical considerations will vary depending upon the incident 
and will require active supervision and direction by the supervisor and 
a clear understanding among offlrcers of the manner by which control 
will be gained. 

g. If at any time during the attempt to gain control of the patient, the 
patient is sufficiently isolated or contained within the facility so as to 
render the patient safe from harming themselves or others, disengage 
from further contact as the primary goal of gaining control will have 
been met. 



94O.OO AFTER ACTION REPORTS AND OPERATION ORDERS 
Index: Title 
Refer: ORS 161.015 GeneralDefinitions 

DIR 640.54 Prisoner/Suspect Damage to city Property 
DIR 1010.10 Deadly Physical Force 
DIR 1010.20 Physical Force 
After Action Form (CHO) 
Operation Order Form (CHO) 

PROCEDURES (940.00) 
Directive Specific Definitions 

After Action Report: A nanative report that describes a police action and 
assesses its effectiveness through critique and evaluation using required 
criteria. 

Operation Order: A written plan to deal with specific police activity. 
Serious physical injury (from ORS 161.015): Any physical injury which 

creates a substantial risk ofdeath or which causes serious and protracted 
disfigurement, protracted irnpainnent of health or protracted loss or impairment 
of the function of any boclily organ. 

After Action Report (940.00) 
a. An After Action report shall be written for the following
 

events/incidents:
 
1. Vehicle pursuits. 
2. When a Use of Force Report is submitted that includes but is not 

limited to any of the following: 
a) Less lethal. 
b) Firearm discharge not in the performance of a police action 

Refer to DIR 1010.10 Deadly Physical Force ancl DIR 335.00 
Use of Force Review Boards for reporting requirements and 
criteria for the use ofdeadly force in a police action. 

c) Taser deployment. Refer to DIR 1051.00 Taser, Less Lethal 
Weapon System for specific reporting criteria. 

d) Police Canine (K9) Bites. 
3. Special Emergency Reaction Team (SERT) deployment. 

a) The on-scene SERT supervisor will complete an after action 
report on SERT's participation in the incident. 

b) The on-scene supervisor will complete an after action report on 
the circumstances leading up to and after the SERT activation. 

4. Hostage Negotiation Team (HNT) deployment. 
5. Explosives Disposal Unit (EDU) call out. 

a) The EDU supervisor will complete all necessary EDU after 
action reports. 

b) The on-scene uniform supervisor will complete an after action 
report on EDU call outs only when deemed appropriate by the 
EDU supervisor or his/her RU commander. 



6. Officer injury. 
7. Injury to suspect in custody. 
8. Police vehicle collision. 
9. Damage to or loss of city property.
 
l0.Property Evidence Division (PED) firearm and narcotics
 

destruction. 
I l.Any incident or event for which an Operation Order was written. 
12.Any operation or mission using ovedime, or significant on-duty 

(straight-time) resources.
 
l3.Any other incident or event, as directed.
 

b,	 After action reports will be completed within seven working days of the 
incident generating it. Exceptions must be approved by the appropriate 
Branch chief. 

c.	 An After Action Report will be written in memo form and addressed 
(through channels) to the appropriate Branch chief. The Branch chief 
will forward copies to the Training Division (Training) and IAD, when 
appropriate. An After Action Report shall be submitted in the standard 
Bnreau format. A copy of this format will be downloaded from the 
Intranet, ancl completed as is. The format shall not be changed or 
altered without permission of the Chief of Police. The report fonnat is: 
l. 	Summary: 

a) The summary will be a shorl one or two paragraph narrative that 
describes the significant facts ofthe event. 

2. Personnel Costs (ifapplicable): 
a) This will cletail the costs of the incident by each employee 

categol'y or rank, per current bargaining contract, and any other 
costs incurred that can be reasonably obtained duing the seven 
clay period. These costs will be calculated using the following 
formula: The number of individuals participating per rank or 
category multiplied by the hourly wage for that rank or category 
multiplied by the total hours. The lines shall be arranged in 
columns for easy reading. Straight time and overtime will be 
kept separate, but totaled at the end. The highest rate at each 
rank may be used. 

3. Critique and Recommendations: 
a) The critique and recommendations will contain a thorough 

analysis of the incident. It will address any applicable directives 
and whether they were complied with or not complied with, and 
any recornmenclations or actions taken to address issues raisecl in 
this area of the After Action Report. 

4. Appendix: 
a) The appendix will contain a compiled list of any attachments or 

documents that are included with the After Action Report. This 
will enable any subsequent reader to determine if all of the 
supporting documentation is present. 



Operation Orders (940.00) 
a. An Operation Order will be completed any time significant police 

resources are redirected from routine activities. At a minimum, an 

Operation Order shall be issued for the following activities: 
1. Major public events such as parades, Rose Festival events, marches, 

protests, or any time permitted street closures require a signif,rcant 
police presence, 

2. Missions that involve overtime expenditures requiring approval 
from a Branch chief. 

3. As directed by a superior officer. 
b. Order Format: 

1. An Operation Order will be written in the Incident Action Plan 
format and addressed through channels to the appropriate Branch 
chief. A copy of this format will be downloaded from the Intranet, 
and completed as is. The format shall not be changed or altered 
without permission of the Chief of Police. 

c. Recurring events. 
1. After Action Reports for recurring events should be examined prior 

to creating any new Operation Orcler to aid in the identification of 
best practices, lessons leamed, and to acldress any needecl issttes. 



1O1O.1O DEADLY PHYSICAL FORCE
 
Index: Title; Deadly Physical Force Against Members; Firearms Policy; Force,
 

Deadly Physical; Notification Procedures When Deadly Physical is 
Used Against Bureau Members; Reports - Requirements, Use of 
Deadly Physical Force; Review Board, Firearms Discharge; Shooting at 
or From Vehicles; Shooting, Cover Fire; Warning Shots 

Refer: ORS 131.005 Probable Cause, defrned 
ORS 161.015 Deadly Physical Force and Serious Physical Injury, 
Def,ined 
ORS I 61 .2 19 8. 16l .239 Use of Deadly Physical Force 
DIR 335.00 Performance Review and Use of Force Review Boards 
DIR 410.00 Injuries/Occupational Illness 
DiR 630.05 Vehicle Pursuits 
DIR 631.70 Investigations of Animal Problems 
DIR 640.10 Crime Scene Procedures 
DIR 910.00 Field Reporting Handbook Inshuctions 
DIR 1010.20 Physical Force 
Snpervisor's Checklist (Detectives) 
Superuisor's Checklist Fonn (Detectives) 

POLTCY (1010.10) 
Sanctity of Life 

The Portland Police Bureau recognizes and respects the integrity and value of 
hurnan life, and that the decision to use deadly physical force is the most 
irnportant decision that a member will make in the course of his/her career. The 
tuse of deadly physical force will emotionally, physically and psychologically 
impact the member involved, the subjeot the deadly physical force was directed 
at, and the family and friends of both and can impact the community as well. 

Deadly Physical Force (1010.10) 
The Portland Police Bureau recognizes that members may be required to use 

deadly force when their lives or the life of another is jeopardized by the actions 
of others. Therefore, state statute and Bureau policy provide for the use of 
deadly force under the following circumstances: 

a. Members may use deadly force to protect themselves or others from 
what they reasonably believe to be an immediate threat of death or 
serious physical injury. 

b. A member may use deadly force to affect the capture or prevent the 
escape of a suspect where the member has probable cause to believe 
that the suspect poses a significant and immediate threat of death or 
serious physical injury to the member or others. 

c. If feasible, some warning has been given. 
The use of statutorily defined deadly weapons, baricades and vehicle 

ramming, constitutes deadly physical force. Also, depending upon how they are 
used, flashlights, batons, body parts, and other statutorily defined dangerous 
weapons may constitute deadly physical force. 



Members must be mindful of the risks inherent in employing deadly force, 
which may endanger the lives of innocent persons. A member's reckless or 
negligent use of deadly force is not justified in this policy or state statute. 

Members are to be aware that this directive is more restrictive than state statutes. 

Members of the Portland Police Bureau should ensure their actions do not 
precipitate the use of deadly force by placing themselves or others in jeopardy 

by engaging in actions that are inconsistent with training the member has 

received with regard to acceptable training principles and tactics. 
Threat indicators, Levels of Control, and Post Use of Force Medical Attention 

are outlined in detail in DIR 1010.20 Physical Force. 

Shooting At a Moving Vehicle (1010.10) 
For the purposes of this policy, a moving vehicle itself shall not 

presumptively constitute a Ihreat that justifies the member's use of deadly 
physical force. The member using deadly physical force must be able to clearly 
articulate the reason for the use of deadly physical force. Members shall not 
discharge a firearm at a person(s) in a moving vehicle unless one or both of the 
following criteria are met: 

a. To counter an active threat of death or serious physical injury to the 
officer or another person, by a person in the vehicle using means othel' 
than the vehicle. 

b. There are no other means available at the time to avert or eliminate the 
threat. 

Members threatened by an oncorning vehicle should attempt to move out of 
its path instead ofdischarging a firearm at it or any ofits occupants. 

In those cases where the criteria are met, Bureau menbers shall take intcr 

account the location, vehicular and pedestrian traffic and any hazard to innocent 
persons before discharging a firearm at a moving vehicle. 

Additional Considerations (1010.10) 
A moving vehicle may become an uncontrolled deadly weapon that could 

seriously injure or kill the occupants ofthe vehicle and/or subjects in its path if 
the driver becomes incapacitated before the vçhicle comes to a stop. 

Members must be mindful of the following when considering the use of 
deadly physical force involving a vehicle: 

a. Bullets fired at occnpants of moving vehicles are extremely unlikely to 
stop or disable the moving vehicle. 

b. Bullets fired may miss the intended target or ricochet and cause injury 
to offìcers or other innocent persons, 

c. The vehicle may crash and cause injury to officers or other innocent 
persons ifthe bullets disable the operator. 

d. Moving to cover, repositioning, and/or waiting for additional 
responding units to gain and maintain a superior tactical advantage 
maximizes officer and public safety and minimizes the necessity for 
use ofdeadly physical force. 



e. Shooting accurately from a moving vehicle is extremely difficult and, 
therefore, unlikely to successfully stop or prevent a threat to the 
member or other innocent person. 

These criteria do not allow members to use poor tactics or positioning as 
justification for discharging a firearm at a moving vehicle. An example of poor 
tactics would be a situation in which a member places him/herself into the path 
of a moving vehicle, and uses the danger he/she finds him/herself in as the sole 
justification for shooting at the vehicle. Tactics of this nature are prohibited. 

Shooting From a Moving Vehicle (1010.10) 
Members shall not discharge a firearm from a moving vehicle except: 

a. In the immediate defense from the threat of death or serious physical 
injury to the officer or another person. 

b. No other means exists at the time to avert or eliminate the threat. 

Other Authorized Uses for Firearms (1010.10) 
A member is also authorized to discharge a fireann in the perfomrance of 

official duty under the following circtunstances: 
a. To kill or deter a dangerous anirnal or to kill an animal so badly injured 

that it should be destroyed to prevent further suffering. 
b.	 At a firing range pursuant to all safety rules and regulations. 
c.	 The deflnition of cover fire is when a member discharges a firearm in a 

tactical situation to neutralize the use of deadly physical force. Cover 
fire is not intended to strike a sr.rbject, but is meant only to prevent 
subjects flom taking action against the police or others, or entering or 
occupying locations. Cover fire can be dangerous and must be used 
with extreme caution. The Portland Police Bureau reviews the use of 
this type of cover fire, it juclges its employees by the standard of 
reasonableness, and expects members to have balanced the risks against 
the benefits, and to have considered safety factors such as backdrop and 
penetration, as well as the effect on the incident dynamics. 

Warning Shots (1010.10) 
Members will not fire waming shots. 

Destruction of Animals (1010.10) 
Immediate supervisors will be responsible for investigating incidents where an 

animal was intentionally destroyed under the guidelines of DIR 631.70. This 
requirement does not prohibit a supervisor fi'om requesting Detective Division 
(Detectives) assistance if the circumstances dictate such involvement. 

Negligent Discharge (101 0.10) 
Detectives will respond and assume investigative responsibility for all 

negligent or unintentional discharges, except: 
a. At a Bureau authorized firearms range where no person was 

endangered by the discharge. In those circumstances, the Training 



Division (Training) will have responsibility for investigation and 
reporting. 

Release of Information (1010.10) 
The Bureau realizes that it is, in every situation, accountable to the public. 

Public accountability requires the Bureau to provide timely and complete 
information when members use deadly force. However, the Bureau must weigh 
the public's right to know with what is in the best interest of the investigation. 
As a rule, the Bureau will release, as soon as possible, acçurate infotmation 
which will not compromise an ongoing investigation or the potential prosecution 
of a suspect(s). 

The Public Information Officer (PIO), who reports directly to the Chief of 
Police, will be called out to all use of deadly force incidents. As soon as 

possible, the PIO will coordinate with the Detective Division Sergeant in charge 

of the investigation, the on-scene representative of the District Attorney's office, 
and a union representative of the involved member(s) to detetmine what 
information will be released. During the course of the criminal investigation, the 
Detective Division will coordinate the release of information through the PIO. 
The Chief of Police is ultimately responsible for approving information 
available for release. 

The Bureau also has a responsibility to ensure that citizens and, in particular, 
the farnily of citizens directly affected by the use of deadly force, along with 
members of the Bureau receive timely information. To provide tirnely and 
accurate infonnation, the Detective Division may direct the Crisis Response 
Team (CRT) to assign a liaison to assist in providing information to mernbers of 
the community directly affected by a use of deadly force. The CRT will not 
release information that has not been approved for release by the Detective 
Division and the District Attorney's office. Internal communication will be 
coordinated through the Chief of Police. 

As soon as possible, the PIO will release to the public the available 
information. Typically, the information will include: 

a. Nature of the call. 
b. Time of the call and member arrival. 
c. Number of members directly involved in the use of deadly force. 
d. Years of service of members directly involved in the use of deadly 

force. 
e. General information about the citizen(s) involved in the deadly force 

encounter. 
f. 	Other information as determinecl by the Detective Division and District 

Attomey's office. 
The identity of the Bureau member(s) involved in the incident will be released 

after a minimum of 24 hours. In incidents involving the death of a Bureau 
member, or member of the public, the identity will be released with approval of 
the Detective Division and the Medical Examiner's offltce. 

As is normal procedure, requests for documents, CDs and other public records 
will be processed through the Records Division. 



The Bureau has an interest in providing the community with information in 
the days that follow the nse of deadly force. The Detective Division will 
coordinate the release of information with the PIO's office. Public 
accountability requires that the Bureau provide updated information in a timely 
manner. Information that could jeopardize the integrity of the investigation or 
information needed to complete the criminal investigation or any pending 
prosecution will be withheld from the public. 

PROCEDURES (1010.10) 
Directive Specific Definitions 

a. Banicade: The intentional blocking,õarricading of a roadway, by any 
means, to prevent passage of a pursued vehicle (per DIR 630.05). 

b. Communication Restriction Order: An order issued in writing during an 
investigation that restricts the involved member(s) from discussing the 
facts of the case. This restriction will be given in writing and will be 
lifted in writing. 

c, Deadly physical force: Physical force that under the circumstances in 
which it is used is readily capable of causing death or serious physical 
injury (per ORS l6l.0ls(3)). 

d, In-custody death: Occnrs when a subject dies while uncler physical 
control of a member or dies while in police custody. Physical control 
includes the use of a Taser. 

e. Involved member: A member who is involved in the actual application 
ofdeadly physical force or directs another to use deadly physical force. 

f. Member: For purposes of this directive, the term mernber refers to any 
sworn member of the Portland Police Bureau. This includes reserve 
police officers. 

g. Negligent discharge: Any unintentional discharge of a firearm by a 

sworn member that is not due to equipment malfunction. 
h. On-scene briefing: A brief overview of the incident given to detectives 

or others as necessary, for the purpose of accurately processing the 
scene. An on-scene briefrng may include but would not be limited to, 
the identification of the crime scene(s), the identification of other 
members present, the identif,rcation of potential witnesses, and the 
identification of evidence at the crime scene(s).

i. 	Police action: Any circumstance(s), on or off duty, in which a member 
exercises official authority.

j. 	Probable cause: A substantial objective basis for believing that more 
likely than not an offense has been comrnitted and a person to be 
arrested has committed it (per ORS 131.005(l 1).

k. Serious physical injury: Physical injury which creates a substantial risk 
of death or which causes serious and protracted disfrgurement, 
protracted impainnent of health or protracted loss or impairment of the 
tunction of any bodily organ (per ORS 161,015(8). 



l. 	Waming shot: An intentional, unauthorized discharge of a firearm into 
the air, ground, or an inanimate object with the intent of gaining 
compliance by a suspect through shock or fear. 

m. Witness member: A member who observes, or has fìrsthand knowledge 
of, the events surrounding an in-custody death or the use of deadly 
physical force by another member and, other than observing the 
incident, did not use deadly physical force. 

Post Use of Force Medical Attention (1010.10) 
When a person has been injured by the use of force by a Bureau member or 

there is a potential for injury to that person, a member shall continually monitor 
the subject, if tactically feasible or appropriate. EMS will be requested to 
respond if the injury requires medical attention. The member shall monitor the 
subject for changes in their skin and/or lip color, breathing and levels of 
consoiousness. Ifany signifrcant changes in any ofthese areas are observed, the 
member shall notify EMS immediately. See DIR 630.50 for further 
requirements. 

lnvestigations and Reporting (1010.10) 
The Police Bureau recognizes the irnportance of conclucting a thorough, 

impartial and timely investigation into in-custody deaths and the use of deadly 
force by its members. The investigation into the events surounding such 
incidents is of critical importance to the involved member(s), the Br.rreau and the 
comrnr.rnity. It is the responsibility of all Bureau mernbers to assist in these 
investigations for the prrpose of determining justification as well as to identify 
any training and,/or performance deficiencies. The Bureau also recognizes the 
impact these traumatic incidents have on its members and acknowledge the need 
to be sensitive when conducting the required investigation. Recognizing these 
dual responsibilities, the following procedures serve to meet both goals. 

The investigation of all incidents involving the use of deadly physical force 
andlor the death of an individual in police custody will be the responsibility of 
the Detective Division. This will require Homicide Detail supervisors to respond 
and assume responsibility for the investigation of the incident. 

Communication Restriction Order (1010.10) 
a. A communication restriction order (CRO) will be issued in writing by 

the Chief or as delegated to a member of the Detectives' Homicide 
Detective Detail. Issuing a CRO will include: 
l. Providing a copy of the CRO to all witness and involved members 

before they leave the scene. 
2. Providing a copy of the CRO to a Detective Homicide Detail 

supervisor. 
b. Documenting that the CRO was issued, and to whom. 
c. Union representatives shall not comrnunicate to either involved 

members or witness members what has been told to them by an 
individual they are representing. 



d.	 The CRO generally will continue until the conclusion of the Grand Jury 
or, if no Grand Jury is held, until a disposition is entered by the District 
Attorney. The CRO may be extended. Reasons for the extension may 
include: 
1. For purposes related to the Administrative Review. 
2. While the case is under review by another law enforcement agency 

(i.e., FBI civil rights review, outside agency, etc.). 
3. The decision to extend the CRO will be made on a case by case 

basis, at the direction of the Chief of Police. 
e.	 Members not involved in a deadly force or in-custody death incident, 

shall not communicate with a member who has been designated as an 
involved or witness member, about factual aspects of the investigation 
at hand, unless authorized to do so and until the involved or witness 
member is no longer under a CRO. 
Members may speak with Traumatic Incident Committee (TIC) 
members. Members should avoid directly discussing factual aspects of 
the incident with TIC members, as the TIC members are directed to 
steer the conversation away from the facts and focr.rs instead on the 
ernotional issnes confronting the rnember(s), 

ob.	 Separation of all witness and involved members is necessary in order to 
safeguard the integrity of the investigation. If the number of individuals 
to be physically separated is so great to be impractical, a supervisor or 
detective will be posted to ensure that no commnnication regarding the 
incident takes place. 

Duties and Responsibilities When Deadly Physical Force is Used or an In-
Custody Death Occurs inside Portland during a Police Action (1010.10) 

Member Responsibilities (1010.10) 
a. Members as soon as practical will notify the on-scene supervisor and 

advise them of the member's role in the incident (i.e., witness member, 
involved member, assisted at the scene). This notification shall be to 
identify those members involved. This notifîcation is intended to 
identify those members which detectives must attempt to interview in 
conjunction with their investigation of the incident. This notif,rcation is 
not intended to compel any statements or the production of any 
evidence by any involvecl member. 

Involved Members Responsibilities (1010.10) 
a. The member will flirst notify an on-duty supervisor at the precinct of 

occtrl'ence, as well as his/her own supervisor, if assigned to a precinct 
or division other than the precinct of occurence. The notifications will 
take place as soon as possible. 

b. The member, unless injured, will remain at the scene until released by 
an on-scene supervisor. The release from the scene must be approved 



by the Homicide Detail sergeant. The member will not be held at the
 
scene any longer than necessary.
 
The involved member will make it known to the on-scene supervisor
 
that they are an involved member, as defined.
 

d.	 The involved member(s) will be afforded all rights guaranteed under 
the United States and State of Oregon Constitutions and the benefits of 
the current collective bargaining agreement throughout the 
investigation. 

e.	 The member will be provided time to discuss the incident with his/her 
immediate supervisor, RU manager, union representative, and private 
attorney. Members will not discuss the incident with anyone other than 
those covered in the Communication Restriction Order once it is issued 
until the Communication Restriction Orcler is removecl. 
The involved member will be asked, but not required, to voh"rntarily 
discuss the incident with Detectives in order to ensure the prompt and 
accurate processing ofthe scene. 

b.	 In situations requiring Detectives involvement, the member will not 
drive a vehicle following the incident, An uninvolved member will be 

assigned to transport each involved or witness member. 

Witness Member Responsibilities (1010.10) 
a. Witness members will make it known to the on-scene supervisor if they 

are a witness to the incident (as defined) or assisted at the scene. 
b. All witness rnembers, unless injured, will remain at the scene until 

released by the Homicide Detail sergeant. Witnesses will not be held at 
the scene any longer than necessary. 

c. Witness members, if requested, are reqnired to give an on-scene 
briefing to detectives in order to ensure that the scene is processed 
properly. 

d. All witness members will be afforded all rights guaranteed under the 
United States and State of Oregon Constitutions and the benefits of the 
current labor agreement throughout the investigation. 

e. Witness members will not discuss the incident with any other person 
other than their immediate supervisor, RU manager, detectives, and 
their union representative prior to the conclusion of their investigative 
interview. Members will not discuss the incident with anyone other 
than those covered in the Communication Restriction Order once it is 
issued, until the Communication Restriction Order is removed. 

f. Witness members will be required to submit to an interview prior to 
going off shift. If injured, the witness will be interviewed when 
medically stable. 
1. Exceptions must be limited to those situations where the number of 

witnesses or the complexity of the crime scene make it necessary 
for the investigators to obtain additional details ofthe incident prior 
to beginning an inter¿iew. 



2. Those exceptions must be approved by the Detective Division 
Commander. 

First Arriving Supervisor Responsibilities (1010.10) 
a. After complying with Directive 640.10 (secure scene and render first 

aid), complete the following:
l. 	Separate all witness and involved members. If the number of 

individuals to be physically separated is so great to be impractical, a 

supervisor or detective will be posted to ensure that no 
communication regarding the incident takes place. 

2. Ensure that a single entry point into and out of the scene is 
established and advise BOEC of its location. 

3. Ensure that a Crime Scene log is maintained at the entry point. 
4. Make required notifrcations. 

b. Required notifications, in the following order: 
l. 	Detective Division Homicide Detail Sergeant (r.rp team). 
2. Forensic Evidence Division (Forensics). 
3. Appropriate precinct or division commander. This would include 

the precinct of occurrence if the involved member is from a precinct 
or division separate frorn that ofthe occurrence. 

4. Public Information Officer (PiO). 
5. EAP Coordinator. 
6. The appropriate bargaining unit representative. 

c. Ensure witness and involved members weapons are retained in their 
holsters pending weapon examination by responding detectives. 

Precinct or Division Commander Responsibilities (1010.10) 
a. The precinct or division commander will notify the appropriate Branch 

chief and/or the Chief of Police. 

Chief of Police's Responsibilities (1010.10) 
a. The Chief of Police will make the appropriate notification to the 

Commissioner in Charge and the Deputy City Attorney. 

Detective Division Homicide Detail Responsibilities (1010.10) 
a. The Detective Division Homicide Detail will be responsible for all 

investigative duties of an in custody death and a deadly force incident, 
to include the following: 
L Completion of the Investigative Report. 
2. Scene sketches. 
3. Diagrams. 
4. Evidence processing. 
5. Interviews of involved members and supervisors. 
6. Interviewing witnesses, 
7. Issuing communication restriction orders. 



Homicide Detail Sergeant Responsibilities (1010.10) 
a. Make required notifications: 

l. 	Detective Division Command. 
2. On-calldetectives. 
3. District Attorney's office. 
4. Medical Examiners office. 
5. Forensic Evidence Division, and ensure that criminalists are 

responding to the scene. 

b.	 Request assistance from the East Counfy Major Crime Team. 
c.	 Respond to the scene and assume responsibility for the scene after 

receiving a briefrng from the on-scene commander. 
d.	 Take charge of the investigation. 
e.	 Obtain a list of all members and their role in the incident from the on

scene supervlsc 
f. 	Make investigative and scene processing assignments. 
g. Ensure the appropriate checklists are used and case notebooks are 

prepared. 
h. Ensure that the comrnunication restriction orders are issued. 

i. 	Ensr"rre that all weapons have been examined, documented, as 

appropriate and ensure that the member is supplied with a replacement 
\'r'eapon by Training, if appropriate. 

Detectives Responsibilities (1010.10) 
a. Conduct a complete and thorough investigation of the incident. That 

investigation will be used to determine justifrcation for the use of 
deadly physical force, as well as to identify any training or policy 
conceürs regarding the member's actions. 

b. Conduct interviews of all witness and involved members and use the 
inteiview checklists, ensuring all applicable areas are covered. All 
interviews wherein material facts of the case are discussed will be tape
recorded in its entirety. 

c. Interview civilian witnesses and attempt to tape-record their statement. 
d. Ensure that his/her reports include detailed information related to any 

weapons involved, all shots fired and each shot's trajectory and point of 
impact (if determinable) and any injury or damage to property. 

e. Collect and submit all weapons involved in a deadly force incident, 
including SERT weapons, to the Oregon State Crime Lab for 
appropriate testing, documenting their condition as found to include 
serial number, rounds in ohamber, and number of rorurds in each 
magazine. 

f. 	Complete a Summary Report and case notebooks to include all 
transcripts of all taped statements. 

g. Submit all cases involving intentional use of deadly force, in-custody 
deaths and negligent discharge resulting in injury to another, to the 
District Attorney's offrce for review. 



Duties and Responsibilities when Deadly Force is Used or an In-Custody 
Death Occurs Outside Portland During a Police Action by a Bureau 
Member (1010.10) 

a. Involved member. 
l. Notify the jurisdiction of occumence. 
2. Notify your supervisor. 

b. Supervisors. 
l. Supervisors will make notiflrcation as required of the on-scene 

supervisor. 
c. Detective Division Homicide Detail. 

1 . Respond to the scene, if feasible. 
2. Serve as the Burear.r liaison. 

Duties and Responsibilities when Deadly Force is Used Against a Bureau 
Member in the City of Portland (1010.10) 

This will be treated in the same manner as deadly force used by a member, for 
notification purposes. 

Detective Division will be notified in all cases and will assume investigative 
responsibility. 

Use of Deadly Force or an In-Custody Death inside Portland by a Member 
From Another Jurisdiction (1 01 0.10)

If such police action resnlts in the use of deadly physical force against a 
person or an in-custody death occurs, the Bureau will normally be the 
investigating agency. Detectives will be responsible for the investigation. 

The on-scene supervisor will ensure that an on-duty superuisor of the police 
officer's agency is notiflrecl. Unless there is some immediate need to seize 
weapons, the involved members will be allowed to keep his/her weapon(s) until 
his/her agency supervisor arrives. Upon arrival, the agency supervisor will take 
custody of the firearm and, if necessary, surrender it to the investigator. 

In order to enhance community understanding of situations, the Precinct 
Commander and Branch chief will be notified so that they may determine the 
need for community notification and information dissemination. 

First Arriving Supervisors Checklist for Deadly Force or In-Custody Death 
(1010.10) 

a. Upon arrival at the scene, and as soon as practical and safe after the use 
of deadly force has occured, the supervisor will: 
1. Detel'mine the condition of all involved members and injured 

citizens, and ensure medical treatment is provided. If arnbulance 
transport is required, ensure that an uninvolved member is assigned 
to accompany the injured member or citizen to the hospital (in the 
ambulance). If an involved member is injured, requires treatment 
and does not require ambulance transport, an uninvolved member 
should be assignecl to transport the involved member to an 
appropriate facility. 



2. Establish a perimeter, staging area and a single entry point into the 
scene and broadcast this information on the radio. 

3. Separate all witness and involved members. If the number of 
individuals to be physically separated is so great to be impractical, a 

supervisor or detective will be posted to ensure that no 
communication regarding the incident takes place. 

4. Make notifications: 
a) The Detective Division Homicide Detail Sergeant (up team). 
b) Forensic Evidence Division (Forensics). 
c) The appropriate precinct or division commander. This would 

include the precinct of occurrence if the involved member is 
from a precinct or division separate from that ofthe occurrence. 

d) The PIO. 
e) The EAP Coordinator. 
f) The appropriate bargaining unit representative. 

5. Ask eaoh member on scene what his/her role was in the incident 
(involved member, witness member, assisted at scene), and 
docr,rment on a log sheet. Instrr¡ct the involved members and witness 
members to not cliscuss the incident among thernselves or with any 
other person, except theil imrnediate on-scene supervisor, union 
representative and private attomey, prior to being interviewed by a 

detective. 
6. Maintain integrity of witness and involved members weapons. If 

holsteled, ensure it is relained there pending weapon exalninalion 
by responding detectives. Weapons not still in cr"rstody of the 
member, but still in the crime scene, will be left as evidence if the 

situation is stable and safe to do so. 

7. Ensure that notification of the appropriate bargaining unit has 

occurred. Notify the involved and witness members that they have 
the right to have a union representative present through all stages of 
this process. 

8. Unless injured, do not release involved members and witness 
members from the scene without the approval of a Homicide Detail 
Sergeant. 

9. Assign an uninvolved member to drive each involved member. 
Witness members may drive themselves. Whenever practical, each 

involved member and witness member should be transported in a 

separate vehicle. 
10.Upon release from the scene, instruct the involved members, witness 

members and drivers of the following: 
a) Proceed to Detectives. 
b) Involved members and witness members, prior to changing out 

of the clothes worn at the time of the incident, must confer with 
the Homicide Detail Sergeant. 

c) The assigned criminalists, at the direction of the lead detective, 
will collect all evidence including involved members' uniform 



and all outer clothing (including duty belt) and retain as 

evidence until instructed otherwise by the lead Detective of the 
investigation. This instruction should be relayed to a\y 
uninvolved member that accompanied an injured involved 
member to the hospital. 

d) Exceptions will be authorized by the Homicide Detail Sergeant. 
I l.Instruct members and witness members to remain at the Detectives 

until instructed otherwise by the lead detective or they are released 
fi'om Detectives with the approval of the Homicide Detail Sergeant. 



1010.20 Physical Force 
lndex: Title: 
Refer: ORS 161.015 (7) Physical Injury, defined 

ORS 161 .205 - 16l .265 Use of Physical Force 
DIR 630.45 Emergency Medical Custody Transports 
DIR 630.50 Emergency Medical Aid 
DIR 910.00 Field Reporting Handbook Instructions 
DIR 940.00 After Action Reports 

POLTCY (1010.20) 
The Portland Police Bureau recognizes that duty may require members to use 

force. The Bureau requires that members be capable of using effective force 
when appropriate. It is the policy of the Bureau to accomplish its mission as 

effectively as possible with as little reliance on force as practical. 
The Bureau places a high value on resolving confrontations, when praciical, 

with less force than the maxirnum that may be allowed by law. The Bureau also 
places a high value on the use of de-escalation tools that minimize the need to 
use force. 

The Bureau is declicated to provicling the training, resources ancl management 
that help mernbers safely ancl effectively resolve confrontations through the ap
plication ofde-escalation tools and lower levels offorce. 

It is the policy of the Bureau that members use only the force reasonably nec
essary under the totality of circnmstances to perform their duties and resolve 
confrontations effectively and safely. The Bureau expects members to develop 
and display, over the oourse of their practice of law enforcement, the skills and 
abilities that allow them to regularly resolve confrontations without resorting to 
the higher levels of allowable force. 

Such force may be used to accomplish the following offrcial purposes: 
a. Prevent or terminate the commission or attempted commission of an 

offense. 
b. Lawfully take a person into custody, make an arrest, or prevent an es

cape. 

c.	 Prevent a suicide or serious self-inflicted injury. 
d.	 Defend the member or other person from the use of physical force. 
e.	 Accomplish some official purpose or duty that is authorized by law or 

judicial decree. 
Vy'hen determining if a member has used only the force reasonably necessary 

to perform their duties and resolve confrontations effectively and safely, the 
Bureau will consider the totality of circurnstances faced by the member, includ
ing the following: 

a. The severity of the crime. 
b. The impact of the person's behavior on the public. 
c. The extent to which the person posed an immediate threat to the safety 

of ofhcers, self or others. 
d. The extent to which the person actively resisted efforts at control. 
e. Vy'hether the person atternpted to avoid control by flight. 



f. The time, tactics and resources available. 
b'
û Any circumstance that affects the balance of interests between the gov

emment and the person. 
The Bureau's levels of control model describes a range of effective tactical 

options and identifies an upper limit on the force that may potentially be used 
given a particular level of threat. However, authority to use force under this 
policy is determined by the totality of circumstances at a scene rather than any 
mechanical model. 

PROCEDURE (1010.20) 
Directive Specific Definitions 

Force: Physical contact that is readily capable of causing physical injury, as 
well as the pointing of a flirearm. 

Physical injury: As defined in ORS l6l.0l5 (7), the impairment of physical 
condition or substantial pain. 

Precipitation of Use of Force Prohibited (1010.20) 
Members should recognize that their approach to confrontations may inflr"r

ence whether force becomes necessary and the extent to which force must be 
used. 

Members must not precipitate a use of force by placing themselves or others 
in jeopardy through actions that are inconsistent with the Police Bureau's defen
sive tactics and tactical training without a substantial justification for variation 
from recommended practice. 

Vehicles (1010.20) 
Due to the risks involved, members should not enter an occupied vehicle ca

pable of being driven (i.e., engine running or keys in the ignition) except to ad
dress an immediate tkeat of death or serious physical injury to any person. 

Post Use of Force Medical Attention (1010.20) 
When a member is involved in the use of force in which physical injury has 

occurred or there is reason to believe there may be a physical injury, the mem
ber, ifable, shall: 

a. Continually monitor the subject if tactically appropriate or feasible. The 
member shall monitor the person for changes in skin or lip color, 
breathing and levels ofconsciousness. Ifany significant changes in any 
of these areas are observed, the member shall notify EMS immediately. 
See DIR 630.50 Emergency Medical Aid for further requirements, 

b. Request EMS evaluate and treat those persons involved and injured 
prior to removal from the scene. 

c. When pepper spray has been applied to a person, make every attempt to 
provide relief fi'om the pepper spray exposure and move the person into 
an area of open air. 

d. Contact the immediate supervisor and brief the supervisor on the inci
dent. 



e. Have the person transported to a medical facility for additional treat
ment if recommended by EMS. See DIR 630.45 Emergency Medical 
Custody Transports for important additional direction on transporting 
injured subjects. 

f. 	When transporting a person fi'om hospital treatment to a correctional 
facility, notifi a corrections staff member of the extent of the person's 
injuries and medical treatment given and provide the coruections staff 
with the person's medical release forms from the medical facility. 

If a person has been placed in maximum restraints or on the ground for con
trol, members must do the following as soon as practical: 

a. Release pressure/weight from the person's back or upper body. 
b. Check and continue to monitor the person's breathing and pulse until 

EMS arives. 
c. Place the person in a seated position or position the person on their side 

to reduce the possibility of breathing problems by reducing the restric
tion to the person's diaphragm. 

d. Provide EMS with an update on the person's condition if it appears to 
worsen. 

For important additional guidance on transporting injurecl persons, see DIR 
630.45 Emergency Medical Custody Transports. 

Duty to Report and Notification and Reporting (1010.20) 
Members have a duty to report any use of force that violates this Directive. 
Members shall make a report when they use force to their superuisor or desig

nee. Reports must be complete and accruate and describe the subject's behavior 
and the justification for the force used including a description of the totality of 
circumstances that existed. 

A member who causes physical injury or who takes a person to the ground by 
applying force will complete a Force Data Collection Report (FDCR) in addition 
to any other reports required by Bureau policy. A member who applies a control 
hold that does not cause physical injury is not required to complete a FDCR for 
the control hold application. A member who applies a hold to gain control of a 
person, who follows commands and goes to the ground voluntarily without the 
application of additional force, is not required to complete a FDCR. 

If the primary report and FDCR covering the specific incident are completed 
by one member, and another member used physical force in the incident, then 
each member who used physical force will complete a FDCR. The only excep
tion to this is when the use of force was pointing a weapon at one or more per
sons (i.e., during a high risk stop). In that case only one FDCR need be 
completed. 

The following circumstances do not require a FDCR: 
a. Bureau approved training exercises (i.e., an in-service patrol tactics 

class). 
b. A member unknowingly points a weapon at a person during a building 

search or other high risk situation (i.e., an undiscovered person was 
hiding behind an object at which a member pointed a weapon). 



If a mernber's use of force results in a person being admitted to an overnight 
hospital stay for treatment, a supervisor will complete an after action report. The 
supervisor will forward the after action report, through their chain of command, 
to the appropriate Branch chief. The member's RU manager will forward a copy 
of the after action to the Internal Affairs Division and the Training Division. 

If the member is injured and unable to submit a report, the report regarding 
the use of force will be completed by an on-duty supervisor. Supervisors will be 
notified as soon as possible ofthe use ofphysical force which requires any per
son to receive medical attention. 

Supervisors will ensure that members comply with the reporting requirements. 
Members shall follow DIR 940.00 After Action Reports as it pertains to specific 
reporting requirements. 

Canine (K-9) Bites (1010.20) 
Canine handlers shall complete a FDCR for all bites that follow a mernber's 

intentional application of a police canine for the pulpose of biting. The canine's 
handler will articulate the justification for the application of the canine and will 
state whether the bite was clirected or not directed by the handler. 

All police canine bites will be administratively reported by a supervisor, 
through channels, to the appropriate Branch chief in an after action repoft using 
the Bureau's stanclard forrat. 

Handcuffing (1010.20) 
Although handcuffing is not defined as physical force in this directive, Burean 

policy reqlrires that members docnment each handcr"rffing in a police report (i.e., 
Investigation, Custody or Special). 

Supervisor Responsibilities (1010.20) 
a. Supervisory Review of Reports 

Supervisors shall review all reports of force to determine if the reports 
are complete and accurate and whether the force was justifred under 
this policy. Supervisors shall address deficiencies in reports promptly. 

b. Discipline Case Review Process 
Supervisors are required to address all requirements of force policies 
when preparing proposed findings in misconduct investigations and 
must include all available information on the totality of circumstances. 

Semi-annual Review of Use of Force (1010.20) 
The Police Burean will provide the training, resources and management nec

essary to help members comply with this directive. 
Each operational unit will identify a unit-based group to review the unit's 

force practioes and assist supervisors in conducting semi-annual reviews ofeach 
member's performance in confrontations. The reviews are a training function, 
and not a part of the discipline process. The goals of the review effort are to: 

a. Ensure consistency and faimess. 



b. Provide feedback to officers on force and confrontation decision mak
ing. 

c. Identify training needs based on trends. 
d. Create a positive leaming environment. 



PORTLAND POLICE BUREAU
 
TRAINII{G DIVISION
 

STANDARD OPERATIOI{ PROCEDURES
 

s.o.P. 1-11 
Effective January 13,2009 
Review January 13,2010 

SUBJECT: REVIEWS FOR THE PERFORMANCE AND USE OF FORCE BOARD 

PURPOSE: To outline Training Division procedures for conducting formal reviews for the 
Performance and Use of Force Board. 

POLICY: The Training Division will conduct a formal review of the following incidents: 

1. Officer involved shootings. 

2. Serious injury caused by an officer that require the subject to be admitted to a 
hospital. 

3. All in custody deaths. 

4. Accidental discharges that occur outside of an authorizedrange. 

5. Any cases referred by the Chief or Branch Chief of Police. 

PROCEDURE: 

1. Once the Detective investigation is completed, the Training Division Commander 
will receive a copy of the completed investigation. The Training Division 
Commander will review the case and assign it to a member of the Training 
Division staff. 

2.The assigned Training Division staff member will review the case and consult 
with other Division staff members as necessary. 

3. The assigned Training Division staff member will prepare a written report and 
forward it to the Training Division Commander for review. The report will follow 
the following format: 

A). 	 Summary of the training that each involved member has received, 
with particular emphasis placed on the training that is related to the 
incident being reviewed. 

B). 	 Tactics used by the involved members. 

C). 	 Conclusion as to whether or not the involved members followed 
training doctrine. 

D). Recommendations for future training needs. 
K:\commonVuv\SOPs\new SOPs\sop 1-l l.doc 
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4. The Training Division staff member who conducted the review will present the 
review to the Performance and Use of Force Board. 

The Training Division Commander will provide a copy of the review to the Branch 
Assistant Chief and the Review Board/Discipline Coordinator when the report is 
completed. 

*Tå*a-a*-aJ *-Ê-.*, A 
Commanding, Training Division 

K:\common\ruv\SOPs\new SOPs\sop 1-1 Ldoc 



PORTLAND POLICE BUREAU
 
DETECTIVE DIVISIOI{
 

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE
 

s.o.P. #37 
June 21, 1988 
Revised: September 19, 2008 
Review: September 19, 2009 

I. SUBJECT 

Detective Division and Homicide Detail Response to Officer Involved Shootings, Officer 
Use of Deadly Physical Force, and In-Custody Deaths 

il. PURPOSE 

To establish notif,rcation procedures and to provide guidelines for responding to officer 
involved shootings, use of deadly physical force, and in-custody deaths. 

III. PROCEDURE 

When an Officer Involved Shooting, Use of Deadly Physical Force, or in-custody deaths 
occur, the following procedure will be followed: 

A. 	 Standard notifications of the on-call Homicide Detail Sergeant and on-call Homicide 
Up-team will occur. The Homicide Detail Sergeant and Up-Team will be called on all 
officer involved shootings (that are not for the destruction of an animal or at an 
approved firing range) regardless if anyone was hit and the appropriate notifications 
will be made. They will also be called on all officer involved uses of deadly force and 
in-custody deaths. Deadly force investigations will be lead by a member of rank equal 
to or greater than the witness or involved members. 

1. In addition to the on call Homicide Up-team and sergeant, the afternoon detective 
sergeant and detectives will respond during their normal shift. The first aniving 
Sergeants or Detectives will: 

a. Secure and preserve the integrity of the scene, if not already accomplished by 
uniform personnel. 

b. Separate officer(s) involved or post a Detective with involved/witness 
members to ensure no discussion occurs regarding the incident. 

c. Separate citizenwitnesses. 

d. Coordinate with uniform to obtain a comprehensive list of all witnesses 
contacted. 
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2. 	The Homicide Detail Sergeant will ensure notification of: 
a. 	Up-Team and Crime Scene Team 

b. 	District Attorney 

c. 	Homicide Lieutenant 

d. Commander, if unable to make personal contact with the Lieutenant (The 
Commander will notify the Assistant Chief) 

e. 	Criminalist 

f. 	Medical Examiner 

g. 	PIO 

h.	 East County Major Crimes Team 

Other notifications as required 

3. Involved officers, unless injured, will remain at the scene to orient the Homicide 
Up-Team upon their arrival, unless the officers' demeanor or safety clictates the 
need to be transported to the Detective Division immediately. Only the llomicide 
Detail Sergeant can approve the release from the scene. 

B. Homicide Detail Sergeant Responsibilities: utilize Homicide Supervisor's Checklist 
(Appendix A) 

1.	 Ensure above notifications have been completed. 
2.	 Assume responsibility for the crime scene and supervision of the entire 

investigation, to include assigning, directing and coordinating follow-up work by 
the detectives. 

3. Coordinate with Uniform Sergeant(s), and other investigative teams any work that 
needs to be done for the investigation. 

4. Obtain the medical status and/or verify the extent of injury or death to the 
suspect/officer. Ensure the seizure and receipt of clothing as evidence and the 
identification of medical personnel on duty. 

5.	 Ensure that a count down of the involved member's weapon has been completed 
and that a replacement weapon from Training Division is provided. 

6.	 Ensure Communications Restrictions Orders are issued in accordance with 
Directive 1010.10. 
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l. 	Ensure trajectory analysis to determine each shot's bullet path and point of impact,
if determinable will be conducted and reported in accordance with Directive 
1010.10. 

C. Responsibility of Up-Team Homicide Detectives: 

1. It is the responsibility of the Primary Detectives to conduct a thorough and 
unbiased investigation into the use of deadly force, including what led up to the 
incident, the incident itself, and actions of members after the incident. 

2. The Primary Team should not become involved in extraneous interviews, 
neighborhood canvassing, scene processing, etc. 

3. The Primary Team Detectives will attempt to obtain timely interuiews with all 
involved. 

4. Detectives will ask involved members to participate in a voluntary interview. The 
request, date and time and response of the members will be noted in the 
Detective's investigative report. 

5. Detectives will identify who the involved members have spoken to regarding the 
incident. 

6. 	Attend the autopsy. 
7. Detectives will prepare a completed case notebook, ready for distribution, no later 

than 30 days following a Grand Jury verdict. If no Grand Jury is convened, the 
completed case notebook, ready for distribution, will be completed no later than 30 
days following this decision. 

8. Detectives will prepare a presentation utilizing PowerPoint software for 
presentation to the Use of Force Review Board. 

C. Responsibility of Crime Scene Detectives and secondary investigators as directed by 
Homicide Sergeant:. 

1. 	Processing physical evidence at the scene. 
2. 	Prepare a diagram of the scene. 
3. Assist in interviews of sworn and civilian witnesses as identif,red. (411 interviews 

should be tape-recorded). 
4. 	Attend all investigative meetings. 

D. Guidelines for interviews of officers involved in shootings, use of deadly physical 
force, and in-custody deaths. 

Involved officers will not be "ordered to participate" in interviews or on scene "walk 
through." The only exception would be an agreement discussed and planned by the 
Homicide Detail Sergeant and the Deputy District Attorney on scene. Interviews of 
witness or involved members of command rank will be conducted by, or in the 
presence of, a member of equal or greater rank to the member being interviewed. 
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1. Shooting Scene 

a. The on-scene briefing is a brief overview of the incident given to detectives or 
others as necessary, for the purpose of accurately processing the scene. An on
scene briefing may include but would not be limited to, the identification of 
crime scene(s), the identification of other members present, the identification 
of potential witnesses, and the identification of evidence at the crime scene(s). 

2. Officer Information 

a. The primary investigator will ask the involved member if they are willing to 
make a statement and conduct an on scene "walk through." 

b. Explain investigative process and set appointments for an interview (assuming 
officer has consulted with attorney furnished by the union). 

c. The Homicide Lieutenant will issue a Communications Restriction Order to the 
involved/witness officers and any other individuals deemed appropriate. 

d. Allow time for personal considerations: 

The involved member(s) will be afforded the benefits of the curent collective 
bargaining agreement throughout the investigation. They will be provided time 
to discuss the incident with his/her immediate supervisor, RU manager, union 
representative, and private attorney. 

3. Interviews 

Detectives will utilize the attached interview checklist (Appendix B) and ensure all 
relative questions are asked. Investigators will take time to meet with Detective 
Command Staff to discuss interview questions and issues prior to interviewing the 
involved members. 

4. Post Interview 

a. Ask that the officers recontact detectives for a second interview should they 
recall additional information. 

b. Explain judicial process to the officer (Grand Jury or possible Coroner's 
Inquest). 

c. Ensure an explanation is given for altered duty status and the requirement to 
consult with a psychiatrist or psychologist. 
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d. Ensure an explanation is given on all possible civil litigation and resources 
available to them. 

5. OtherResponsibilities 

a. Conduct interviews of other officers or civilian witnesses that may have arrived 
at the Detective Division, other than those interviewed by the secondary 
team(s). 

b. Dictate and transcribe (when appropriate) all pertinent reports and interviews 

c. The primary investigator will insure the Communication Restriction Order is 
rescinded as soon as possible in accordance with guidelines listed in order. 

JOHN C ECKHART 
Commander 
Detective Division 



Appendix A 
HOMICIDE SUPERVISOR'S CHECKLIST
 

OFFICER.INVOLVED SHOOTING
 

CASE NAME:	 DATE/TIME: 

LOCATION: 

LEAD INVESTIGATOR: 

CASE NUMBER: 

SUBMITTED BY SERGEANT: 

LEGEND: X: COMPLETED; O: NOT COMPLETED; M: NOT APPLICABLE 

UPON NOTIFICATION 

1.	 Insure Primary Investigator notification Date:__Time: 
2.	 Insure Secondary Investigator notifi cation Date: Time: 
aJ	 Insure Lieutenant notification Date: Tirne; 
4.	 Insure Medical Examiner notification Date: Tirne: 

Name of Medical Examiner: 
5.	 Insure Crime Scene Team notification Date: Time: 
6.	 Insure Identification Division notification Date: Time: 
7.	 Insure District Attorney notification Date: Time: 

Name of District Attomey: 
8.	 Insure East County Major Crime Scene Team notification: Date: Time: 

Name of Detectives: 
9.	 lnsure Training Division notification: Date: Time: 

AT SCENE,. TIPON ARRIVAL. ISTABILIZATION PHASE) 

1. 	 Determine safe path into scene and single entry point into scene.. 
2. 	 Determine time arrived on-scene. 
3. 	 Evaluate/insure scene security - coordinate with Lieutenant. 
4. 	 Establish the identity of the involved officer(s). 
5. 	 Establish identity of all officers on-scene. 
6. 	 Evaluate uniform personnel assignments - coordinate with Lieutenant. 
7. 	 Insure witness identification and separation - including police officers that are witnesses. 
8. 	 Evaluate search warrant requirements with on-scene District Attorney and investigators.
9. 	 Insure Detectives inquire regarding who involved offlrcer(s) have spoken to about the incident. 
10. 	 Insure coordination between team members, Crime Scene Team, Identification Division, and 

Major Crimes Scene Team.
 
I 1. Insure adequate number of investigators are at the scene or en route.
 
12. 	 Evaluate investigative assignments - availability and experience. 
13. Coordinate on-scene investigation and other related scenes.
 

1"4. Direct/coordinate investigations at hospital - evidence collection.
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CASE NAME:	 CASE NUMBER:
 

AT SCENE - UPON ARRIVAL - (STABILIZATION PHASEXcontinuedl 

15.	 Evaluate/coordinate the need for special equipment. 
16. Verify Public Information Officer is at scene, or en route. 
t7. Verify Medical Examiner status - on-scene, or en route. 

AT SCENE AND DURING INVESTIGATIVE PHASE 

1.	 Insure immediate area canvass - location of additional witnesses. 
2.	 Coordinate on-scene investigation and subject search, as required 

(BOLO/APB, person of interest file, known subjects, address checks). 
J.	 Coordinate and insure thorough field searches, as required. 
4.	 Insure/coordinate lines of communication between interviewing investigators and scene 

personnel. 
5.	 Coordinate investigative effort with other deoartmental entities. 
6.	 Coordinate on-scene witness statements. 
7.	 Coordinate investigative effort with other police agencies. 
8.	 Insure all physical evidence has been located, identified and collected fi'om all scenes. 
9.	 Coordinate on-scene briefings with Homicide Detectives, Deputy District Attomey, Medical 

Examiner, and Identification Division emphasizing team approach. 
10.	 Coordinate press releases with Public Information Officer. 
11.	 Request an on-scene debriefing with involved officer(s) or witness officer(s). Document 

response. 
t2. Insure Homicide Detectives have asked involved offrcer(s) for a voluntary statement. 
13.	 Conduct on-scene critique, with all concemed personnel, prior to leaving scenes - includes 

secondary scenes and hospitals. 
14.	 Insure appropriate charges are placed on subject. 
15.	 Schedule, and coordinate with Lieutenant, briefing with Division Commander, Assistant 

Chief of Investigations, and Assistant Chief of Operations. 
16.	 Insure all personnel involved in investigation have the correct case number. 
17.	 Conduct an on-scene critique with Investigative Team to insure complete scene 

processing and evidence collection. 
18.	 Insure uniform sergeant on-scene has accounted for all firearms of involved officer(s). 
19.	 Insure team meetings occur, as time allows, prior to major interviews. 

OFFICE 

l'	 Inform supervisors of case progress. 
2.	 Coordinate/insure expeditious flow of evidence through Crime Lab entities. 
aJ.	 Insure appropriate background investigations are completed. 
4.	 Insure expeditious follow-up of all pending leads. 
5. Insure completion of police reports.
 
6.. Coordinate, as required, obtaining reports from other entities.
 
7.	 Coordinate release of officer's firearm(s). 
8. Conduct team briefing and critiques as training process. 
9 Insure Crime Lab evidence was processed 	and preliminary results obtained. 
10.	 Insure complete and organized case file is prepared and maintained. 
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Appendix B 

OFFICER INVOLVED USE OF DEADLY FORCE/IN-CUSTODY 
DEATH OUTLINE/CHECKLIST 

Off,tcers Background 

Training and experience Prior law enforcement Prior Military experience 

_ Other employment 

Basic Academy Y/N

Advanced academy Y/N

In-Service Training Y/N

Active Shooter Y/N

Street Survival Y/N

AR-15 Y/N

Less Lethal Shotgun Y/N

Taser Y/N

CIT Y/N
 

Involvement in any other deadly force encounters 
Current Assignment _Shift _Days off 

II. Physical / Mental State of Involvecl Officer 

_Generally how was the officer feeling that day?
 

_ Illnesses?
 

_ Amount of sleep?
 

_Normal amount of sleep?
 

_Use of any rnedication (prescription and non-prescription
 

_Use of Narcotics or other intoxicants 

_Use of Alcohol 

_Any arguments or disagreements with spouse, child, supervisor, partner etc.? 

_Any other factors that may have affected the offrcers mental state 

III. Off,icers Activity Prior to the Incident 

_Tell about the 24 hour period prior to the event
 

_Activity the night prior to the event (Movies, TV, Party etc)
 

_Trip to work
 
_Activity prior to work (Coufi, Workout, Golf, Sleep etc.)
 

_Work activity prior to incident? (Number and Type of calls)
 

IV Prior information the officer had 

_Did the officer have any prior contacts with the involved subject?
 

_Had the offrcer been on any prior calls to the location?
 

_How familiar is the Offlrcer with the geographic area?
 

_Did the officer have any prior information about the individual or location?
 
(roll call info, teletypes, radio broadcasts, MDT messages, other offioers, TPS files), 

_Any other information that the officer had about the person or location 
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V. Details of the incident. 

_How did the officer get to the location? (code or not, route taken, speeds, traffic etc.)
 

_V/here/ how did the officer park and approach?
 

_Was the vehicle used for cover? Describe
 

_If traveling on foot describe route, running, walking, use of cover, and what objects were
 
available for cover? 

_While traveling to location or making approach, were there conversations with partner (plans, 
tactics)
 

_Radio transmissions while in route
 

_What was the officers thought process while in route and approaching?
 
Describe the topography of the areas involved. (footing, obstacles, high grormd, possible 
threats) 

Describe the lighting at the location 

_What cover was available 

_Were you fully identified as law enforcement off,rcers? 

_Were other officers present and where were they before, during and after the encounter? 

_Were there other witnesses or participants? What were they doing before during and after? 

Describe in detail what was observed by you that made you take the actions you did. 
Describe how the actions of the subject made you feel
 

_What were yon thinking during the encounter?
 

_What was your thought process?
 

_What did you say and how did you say it.
 

_'What did other officers say?
 

_What did the suspect say?
 

_Did you hear anyone else (other suspects, witnesses)
 

_Describe when you drew your weapon 

_Describe when you pointed your weapon at the suspect
 

_Describe your stance, grip (flashlight in hand), cover?
 

_Did you use your sights when you fired?
 

_What was your point of aim?
 

_What was your backdrop?
 

_What do you think the distance was between you and the subject?
 

_How many rounds do you think you fired? What sequence did you fire these rouncls?
 

_Do you know where your rounds impacted
 

_What was the subject's reaction?
 

_Did you reload? If so what did you do with the empty mag
 

_How is your weapon usually carried? Number of magazines, rounds
 

_'Were other force options available? What were they and why were they used or not used? 

VI. Immediately after the encounter 

_Describe yor.rr actions immediately after the encounter?
 

_Did you approach the subject?
 

_Who approached the subject?
 

_Was the subject handcuffed? Who did the handcuffing?
 

_Was the subject moved at all? How was the subject positioned?
 

_Was medical assistance requested and did they respond?
 
What was broadcast on the radio? 
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_Who approached you and what was said or done? 

_In hindsight do you think incident could have been approached in a way that presented less 

risk to yourself or others. How? 
Do you have any suggestions for improving relevant PPB training? 

_Has anyone discussed the details of this case with you or have you leamed information aboul 
the incident from sources other that your own observations? 

VII. In-custodydeathinvestigations 

What contact did you have with the deceased? 

_ What contact did you observe others having with the deceased? 

_ What were your observations of the subjects physical condition prior to the subject being 
restrained? 

How was the deceased restrained and what tactics were used? 

_ How was the deceased positioned? Where was the deceased positioned, by whom, and for 
how long?
 

_ Did you observe any injuries to the deceased?
 

_ When did you notice the deceased was having medical problems?
 

_ How did you and others respond to the medical problems?
 

_ What is your training regarding the positioning of restrained persons?
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PORTLAND POLICE BUREAU
 
Internal Affairs Division
 

S.O.P.: D-02 
Effective: 11-01-06 

Revision: 
Review: 11-01-07 

SUBJECT 

USE OF FORCE AND IN-CUSTODY DEATHS 

IAD Investigations of: 
Officer involved shootings. 
Serious injury caused by an officer that requires hospital admission. 
All in-custody deaths. 
Accidental discharges that occur outside the Shooting Range. 
Discretionary cases referred by the Chief or Branch Chief. 

u.	 PURPOSE 

This SOP establishes procedures for the investigation of the above mentioned complaints 
involving Bureau members that will be presented to the Performance and Use of Force 
Review Boards. 

Iil.	 POLICY 

IAD will review all officer involved shootings and other cases as mentioned above. The 
review will consist of a list of all relevant policies and a comparison of the officers' 
actions related to those policies. The IAD Investigator will then present the investigation 
to the Use of Force Board. 

IV.	 PROCEDURE 

1.	 The IAD Captain will receive a copy of the completed investigation from 
Detectives. If it is an officer involved shooting, the case will be reviewed 
and assigned to at least two investigators. 

2.	 IAD will have 10 weeks (70 days) to complete the investigation. The 10 
weeks start on the day after IAD receives the case file from Detectives. 

J.	 The investigators will review the case and determine with the assistance of 
the IAD Captain which policies are relevant. The investigators will then 
review the reports, inteliew the involved officers and witnesses (if 
necessary), and conduct any follow-up necessary to determine whether the 
actions the officers took were in or out of policy. 
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4.	 The investigators will then prepare a report showing the relevant policies 
and procedures compared to the officers' actions. 

5.	 At the conclusion of the IAD investigation, IAD will forward a copy of the 
case to the Review Board. The Review Board will collect and send out 
the Detective, IAD, and Training reports to the RU manager. 'When 

the 
Review Board receives the after-action report from the precinct, she will 
notify the off,rcer and his/her representative that they have 14 days to 
review the Detective, IAD (EXCEPT remove the RU manager findings / 
after-action report), and Training reports. The review will take place in 
the IAD office. No reports will be copied or taken from the IAD office. 
The officer and his/her representative will document their viewing of the 
file by signing a case checkout form. 

6.	 The Review Board will schedule the case for review. The IAD 
investigators will make a PowerPoint presentation on the case at the 
scheduled Review Board. 

JOHN A. TELLIS 
CAPTAIN 
Internal Affairs Division 

c: 	 Dale Stark, City Attorney's Office 
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TO: Assistant Chief Brian Martinek 
Operations Branch 

SUBJECT: Commander's Finding 
Officer Involved Use of Deadly Physical Force 
PPB Case No. 08-00001 

Date/Time/Location of Occurrence : 

061507 @ I7:30 hours 
3663 Park Avenue 
Portland, Oregon 

Involved Members: 

Officer Smith #00000'West Precinct Aftemoon Relief 
Officer Jones #00000 West Precinct Afternoon Relief 
Officer Thompson #00000 West Precinct Aftemoon Relief 

Suspect - (Deceased): 

Johnson, John A MV/ 051780 

Commander's Findins: 

V/ithin Policy per Directive 1010.10 - Deadly Physical Force 

Incident Summarv: 

Officer Smith, who is a Field Training Officer, and his new recruit, Phase III Officer Jones, 
responded as a single unit car to a radio call of a family disturbance located at 3663 Park 
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Avenue. This residence is an individually numbered duplex with the address in question located 
on the bottom ground level floor. A one person car, Officer Thompson, was dispatched on the 
call to serve as a cover car. 

Both patrol units arrived at the location at the same time and parked approximately two 
residences away from the target location. All three officers walked up to the location and 
Officers Smith and Jones approached the front of the location while Officer Thompson 
approached the rear of the location. 

Officers Smith and Jones heard a male yelling inside the ground floor residence. At that time, a 

male exited the front door of the residence walking backwards. Officer Smith yelled at the male 
to tum around. The subject turned around and looked at the officers. Both officers saw a 

handgun in the subject's hand, ordered him to drop the gun and lie on the ground. The subject 
complied by dropping the gun and lying on the ground. As the subject complied with the 
commands, he switched from yelling and swearing at the individuals inside the residence to 
yelling and swearing at Officers Smith and Jones. 

Officer Thompson heard the commotion in the front of the residence and arrived in the front yard 
and saw the subject on the ground with a gun lying by his side. 

The three officers decided to approach the subject and take him into custody. As they 
approached, the subject lunged for his weapon, grabbed it, and began to point his weapon toward 
the off,rcers. Officers Smith and Thompson fired their duty weapons at the subject striking the 
subject in the head and the upper back. 

The subject was pronounced deceased on the scene by Portland Fire Bureau medics. 

Decision Point Analvsis: 

1. Officers Smith and Jones, a two-person car, got dispatched to a family disturbance call. 
They responded as a single unit car, due to Officer Jones being a new recruit, and have a second 
one-person car assigned to their call as a cover car. 

Comment: Appropriate conduct by officers. A minimum of a two car response to 
family disfurbance calls is recommended procedure. 

2. Both responding units parked down the street from the residence. 

Comment: Appropriate conduct by off,rcers. The Training Division instructs the offrcer 
safety tactic of parking down the street from the actual address of the call and walking to the 
address of the call. This helps officers avoid being seen while amiving at the address and allows 
them to gather more information about the location of the call. 



3. As the officers walked to the address of the call, Officers Smith and Jones decided to 
approach the front of the residence and decided that Officer Thompson would cover the rear of 
the residence. 

Comment: Appropriate conduct by officers. As the officers walked to the target 
location, they developed a basic plan on how to approach the residence. The decision to have 
Officer Thompson cover the rear of the residence was a good tactical decision in case any 
occupant of the residence might exit from the rear and possibly approach the officers from the 
rear of the location. If this were to happen, a person would have the opportunity to approach 
Officers Smith and Jones from behind which is an officer safety concern and places the officers 
in a tactical disadvantage. 

4. Officers Smith and Jones observed a male exiting the target location walking backwards 
out of the front door. Just prior to this male exiting the residence, they heard amale yelling from 
within the target location. Officer Smith yelled at the male to turn around. 

Comment: Appropriate conduct by officers with tactical considerations. It was 
appropriate for Officer Smith to yell at the male exiting the location, hopefully to startle the male 
and take advantage of the element of surprise, and attempt to gain control of the situation. The 
tactical consideration was neither Officer Smith nor Officer Jones indicated via the radio that a 

male subject exited the front of the residence. It was appropriate for both officers to immediately 
control the subject and to focus on the subject's actions. A consideration for debriefdiscussion 
would be when it would have been feasible for the officers in front of the location to notify other 
officers, via radio, of their actions. Officer Smith yelling commands for the subject to tum 
around was appropriate conduct. 

5. V/hen the subject turned around to look at the officers, they observed a weapon in his 
hand and then ordered him to drop the gun and lie on the ground. 

Comment: Appropriate conduct by the officers. It should be noted that the offïcers did 
not have hard cover nearby. Giving commands to the subject who had a weapon and 
simultaneously moving to hard cover, which was not nearby, was not atactically sound option. 
There is a time when atacticalretreat is the most prudent option. In this specific instance, the 
officers' maintaining their position was the proper tactic. 

6. Officer Thompson heard the commotion in the front yard, heard "gun" mentioned and 
then moved his position to the front yard. 

Comment: Appropriate conduct by the officer. Though giving up a perimeter position 
is not usually beneficial, the loss of this position in order to cover officers against a subject with 
a weapon is the tactically sound option to be made. 

7. The three officers decided to approach the subject and take him into custody. 

Comment: Within policy, but the officers showed poor tactical judgment. The officers 
have been trained on a three person approach to take a subject into custody on a high-risk 



incident. In this specific situation, the subject was prone out on the ground, but the gun the 
subject was holding was lying nearby. The officers should have moved to hard cover as a 
tactical unit and then given the subject commands to crawl away from his weapon. 

8. As the officers approached the subject, the subject grabbed his weapon and then pointed 
the weapon atthe officers. At this time, Officers Smith and Thompson fîred their weapons at the 
subject and struck the subject. 

Comment: Once the subject threatened the offlrcers by reaching for his weapon, it was 
appropriate conduct for Officers Smith and Thompson to deploy deadly force on the subject. 

9. All three officers approached the subject, handcuffed and searched the subject, placed 
him in the post-shooting position and called for EMS assistance. 

Comment: Appropriate conduct by the officers. 

Steven J. Harris 
Commander 
West Precinct 
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EAP Activatlons 

r Deadly Force 
If a haumatic event is part of an on-dutyuse of force incident, the EAP Coordinator and assigned 
TIC personnel will respond tg the scetre of thé event and act in accordance with Directive 
1010.10 (See Appendix V for Directive 1010.10). The EAP Coordinator will contact the on
scene supervisor and advise them that they are available to assist the involved Bureau me,mbers. 
TIC personnel will contact the EAP Coordinator and/or on-scene supervisor and advise the,m of 
their arrival. All EAP personnel will respect crime scene integnty and will not enterthe crime 
sçene. 

Upon contactine the involv-ed officers. assipned TIC members vdll
l. Advise the officers of their purpose and scope of conversation. 
2. Read and review the limitations of the state confidentiality sþtute.
3. Provide the officer with the TIC Packet that contains information regarding referrals, 

resources, and contact numbers to assist them with the emotional reactions that theymay 
experience in the following.days.

4. Brief the of,ficer on the procedures regarding using adminishative time, seeing a mental
 
health professional and the subsequent appointne,lrt schedule.
 

5. TIC members should avoid directly discussing factual aspects of a shooting. Although soms 
factual incidents will higger an emotional response, me,rnbers should focus on the emotional 
issues confronting the officer and steer the conversation away from dissussing the facts of the 
shooting 

It is imperative that this contact be made ar¡ soon as possible to help the officer begþ to 
normalize the event and process the e¡notions and reactions'that one faces in times of crisis. The 
nurnber of TIC personnel that respond witl coincide with the number of involved óffieers; The 
allocation of support is recommended at one to one. 

EAP Coordinator duties 
The EAp coordinator and/ordesignee will respond to the scene and act as the liaison with the 
command staffand the involved team meftbers, The coordinator will also ensure that gly 
ass&nred team members are on scene with the involved officer(s) and that the officers re*uin 

The EAP Coordinator shall be the onlymember of EAP that contacts other BAP members or the 
various involved officers at the scene. This is to ensu¡e that the officer's needs are b-eing met, 
determine if additional resources are needed and to resolve any conflicts or issues that arise, not 
to inquire about the content of any confidential commtrnications. 

The EAP Coordinator shall identi$ anyspouses/significant others who will need contact and 
notiff the TIC spouses for assignment. 

EmergencyÆAP Coordinator: 503-229-09 13 Non-enre¡gency/Offi ce: 503-823409 l/0092 

Rwised February 2008 



USE OF FORCE REVIE\ry BOARI) 

l. Chair	 Assistant Chief Services 

2. 	Voting Members Assistant Chiefs of Investigations, Services and Operations 
C ommanding Offlrcer/RU Manager 
Citizen Members 
Peer Members 
RU Manager (non-involved RU) 

3. Advisory Members Deputy City Attorney 
BHR Representative 
Review Board Coordinator 
Internal Affairs Captain 
Training Captain 

4. 	Other Participants Detective Division Investigators 
Internal Affairs Investigators 
Training Division SME's 
Director, Independent Police Review 
Observers: ' 

Bargaining Unit Representative representative (s) 

6. 	How the Use of Force Board'Works 

a.	 All discussions are confidéntÍal. 
b.	 Detectives will present the facts of the case suÍrounding the initial incident; Internal Affairs will 

review the case as it relates to Bureau policies and Training Division will present a review and 
aof the Detective Division, Internal Affairs and Training Division present the case and their 
review of tlie presents investigationCommanding OfficeriRU Manager presents the case; 
findings are not discussed until Executive Session. 

c.	 SME's from Training andlor case investigators may provide additional information if needed. 
d.	 Involved member may be present until Executive Session. The member speaks to the board 

about his/her actions. Voting and advisory board members may ask clarifying questions. 
e. 	After the member has finished addressing the board and there are no further questions, the board 

goes into executive session. Everyone eicept for the voting board membersjDeputy City 
Attorney, BHR Representative and the Review Board Coordinator are excused at this time. 

f. 	 Observers do not take an active role in the process. 

7.	 Executive Session 

a, 	Commanding Officer/RU Manager makes a finding (sustained/not Sustained andlor in
 
policy/out of policy) and a recommendation for the level of discipline, if appropriate.


b. 	Review Board Coordinator provides informatiôn regarding past discjpline of involved member. 
c. Board discusses discipline and makes 	a recommendation to be forwarded to the Chief. 

8.	 Notification of Outcome 

The Assistant Chief of Services will: 
a. 	Advise the union andlor member whether or not the board reached a sustained and/or in policy 

out of policy finding.
b. 	Advise the union and/or member what the recommendation to the Chief will be. 
c. 	Meet with the Chief to advise her of the board's recommendation. 



Citizen Member and Peer Member Survey
 

This survey is designed to help the Portland Police Bureau evaluate the perspectives of citizen and peer 
members who sit on the Performance Review Board and Use of Force Review Board. Your assistance 

is greatly appreciated.
 

All responses are anonymous.
 

For each of the following questions, please circle the number that most closely corresponds with how 
you feel. 

1. 	 Do you feel willing and able to express your opinion in all steps of the review board process? 

(s) (4) (3) (2) (1) 
Yes, completely No, not at all 

2. 	 Do you feel free from concem that stating an opposing opinion may lead to any form of 
retaliation from a member of the panel or from the police bureau? 

(s) (4) (3) (2) (1) 
Yes, completely No, not at all 

3. 	 Are you free to ask questions and seek more information during the review board process? 

(s) (4) (3) (2) (1) 
Yes, completely No, not at all 

4. 	 Do you receive enough information to make informed decisions? 

(s) (4) 
Yes, completely 

(3) (2) (1) 
No, not at all 

5. Do you feel free to vote according to your best judgment? 

(5) (4) 
Yes, completely 

(3) (2) (1) 
No, not at all 

Please provide suggestions that you feel would help the quality and functioning of the board process: 

Please indicate: Peer Member Citizen Member 
Future survey choice: Paper survey via mail E-mail survey 
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MENTAL HEALTH 
SECURE RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT FACILITIES 

PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT 

FrLE NO. og27 START DATE 08-01-0s SIGNED DATE 10-12-0s 

REVIEW DATE 

PROBLEM: 	Other 

OTIIER RELATED 
CRINdINAL ACTIVITY: 

NAME, ADDRESS OR 
LOCATION/AREA: 

NEIGIIBORHOOD ASSO CIATION: 

coMMuNIrY oR cIrY FA.ILITAT'R:' 
ffJilili:;täJ"iîïr:'jäåil##:i 
Mentally nf CNefr¿O; Project Respond; CIT 
Advisory Mernbers 

GOAL: 	 To establish written protocols among the Portland Police Bureau, the Bureau of 
Emergency Communications and Multnomah County that would detail 

respoñsibiiities in the event that a police officer is called to restore order in a 

locked psychiatric facility. The safety of patients, staff and officeis is the driving 
force of our work 

File fs 1-200 Drugp;201-4@ P¡ostitution; 401-590 Ganbüng; 501-?50 Alcohol; 751-850 Nuisance; 851'1000 Othe¡ 
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Mental Health Partnership.Agreement 

Start Date: August, 2005 

Problem: There is a lack of written protocols of what will be done 
when staff members at a SRTF,,(Seoure Residential Treatment 
Facility), call police. uniformed sffieers should only be responding to 
a locked psychiatric facility under specific cil'cumstances. Multnomah 
County Mental Health ánd the Fortland Police Bureau:should 
underétand each other:s roles bett@,r. The'protocols should-contain a 
step by step plan of what to do, and when to do it. 

: 

Goal: To establish w¡itten protocols among the Portland Foliee 
Bureau, the Bureau of Emergency C. ommu,nications and Multnomah 
County that would detail responsibilitiee in the event that a police 
officer is called to ¡:estore order in a locked psychiatric faciiity. The 
safety of patients, staff and officers is the driving forcg of our work. 

Partners
 
Portland Police Bureau:
 
Officer Paul Ware, CIT Coordinator
 
Assistant Chief Stan Grubbs, Operations Branch
 
Lt. Mark Kruger, East Precinct
 

.elgity of Portland 
Representative from Bureau of Emergenpy Communications 

Multnomah County:
 
Sandy Haffey, Manager Safety Net Services
 
David Hidalgo, Progiarn Manager, Cáll'Center
 
S"a-ndra Potter, MRI/DD 

National Alliance of Mentally lll (NAMI) 
Doris Mínard-Cameron 

ProJect Respond 
Greg Borders 

ClTr Advisory Commlttee Membersl:
 
Greg Ruf :
 

2
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.. . : 

John Holmes 
Sylvia Zingeser 
Bill West 

Pqr.tland Police Bureauis Responsibilitiep:r Review Poliee repor{s to,ensure that any problerns that patrol 
offioers have will b.e addressed in a timely manner. ' 

. Reqeive frorn Multnomah County, and distribute to the 
precincts, fl oor :plans' for locked and un locked psych iatric 
facilities in Portland; 

. Review and have precinct personnel stop by these facilities to 
ask the on-duty staff about their emergency'procedures for 
calling'the pofice, Reviow police wants and'needs with the stäff, 

l*Ëffi f, ä",fr'*S;'åiff iìffi î,":if; åi';idetonasdown 
. Review training that the facility provides to the staff members, 

and make recommendations as needed. 
. Evaluate the necessity for action before entering any locked 

psychiatric facility 
. Obtain information on the location and status of other patients 

in the facility 
I I tt. When responding to the facility in case of emergency, 

. designate a leader, and gather up all necessa,ry officers and 
equipment before going in. 

. Work with the facilitv stan to ensure as safe an outcome for all 
involved parties as possible. 

Multnomati 	County's Mental Health's responsibilities: 
. . Offer the SRTF's staff training on a quarterly or semi-annual 

in a locked psychiatric facility, 
e 'Distribute floor plans for thê locked and un-locked psychiatrie

' facilities in.Portland, to th.e Police Bureau. 
-	 . Do inspections or visits to the facilities to review compliance 

with the training. 

' o Review the reports submitted ny Ìne SnlFls for compliance. 



.; 

I. 

.t, . 

Seare Residential Treatment Facilities resoonsib il ities : 
. Train staff on when to call the police for an emergency incident 

\¡/hile in a locked psychiatric facility, using the Multnomah 

. 3,:ü,T';'ïif:lliåÌfül',iJ;,po'rs ro MC anyrime porice 
are dispatched. 

C lT Ad viso ry Ç o m nitteê m e$ b erg rgs po.ng ib il ities : 

o Respond to issues brought up by members and document 
actions by the members. 

rvrgttglçltGeneral Prövisionsf llJVlùlVl 

r Nothing in this Partnership AgreeruÁt shall be construedl'as 
oblþating any of the Partners to the expenditure of funds or for 
the future payment of money in excess of appropriations 
authorized by law. 

r This Partnership Agreement is intended only to assist the 
partners understand their roles when there is a need to restore 
order in a locked psychiatric facility and is not intended to, nor 
does it, create any duties, rights or benefits, substantive or 
procedural, enforceable at law or equity by any partner or thírd 
party against any partner or partners, {heir agencies, or their 
officers. 

. 	This Partnership Agreement shall become effective when 
aiana¿f l.rr aaá ahall .^m^fn !n.fnr^tl 	 ^i*¡^l 

I
 
I
 

f 

J 

I 
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Mqlt+o.m-?h Coun.fv.Menf¡l lleçlth & AddiptlgÐ ServÍces
 
'Protocol
 

Resldendnl tr'ncllldes & C¡ll Cenfer
 

Residential Facility calls for assistance/consultation are directed to täCaU 
Center 

B. Tvpee of Calle 

. r ' Routine Calls - Dírected to Call Center and/or facílity Administator rn 
ConsultatÍon related to on-going situation/event 
Direction as to next best step 
Resident AWOL 

r 	U¡sent Çalls - Directed to Call Cgnter
ConsultationrolatedtoesaalÊtitrgsituation/event i 

' Project Raspond request 
Transport to hospital (except for PSRB) 

. 	Eþcreencv Çaüs/911 
Fire 
Sígnificant medical situation 
Crime in procpss 
Armed inäiv¡¿ual on premises tprapefi
serioulAssaurt-¡esli:iiliiflHïîTiå*ffi;::ffi 

å:#"' 
physical-6rce to intervene, i.e. not sñovíng, 
punching¡ etc. 

C. F'acllitv Responslbilities 

o 	Provide res'idential facìlity staffwith list of administutors and telephong 
numbersbysite

I 

I	 Proyide Police Deparünent with floor plans fo¡ SRTF faeilities 
I 
, 

I 

I	 
D. ff Police dlsnatched to a facilltv 

t. . 	 FacÍlity will designate a staffuiember to meet police outside facitity upon 
I their arrival, to.provide information ro: situation 

Facíþ will pçovide copy of facility floorpla¡i to police upon arrival 
e FaciliûAdministrator/designee wilf be notified'byfacility saff, infoimine 

i	 , them thatpolice havo been dispatched to the site 
I 

E. i)irect Telenhone Llne for Police l)en¿rtmenf 

. Direct line ís available 7 days aweeU}4houru a day 
r 503-988-4111 

I 

t' 
I 

t. 
I 
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Accept the Following up on Portland Police Bureau's Response to Reviews of Officer-involved 
Shootings and ln-custody Deaths - A Policy Review and Assessment Report by the PARC Report 
Workgroup of the Citizen Review Committee (Report) 
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d*-
Prepared by: Carol Kershner 
lndependent Police Review
 
Date Prepared: July 1,2010
 

Financial I mpact Statement 

Completed n Amr.rnds Budget I 
Not Required X 
Council Meetino Date 
July 15, 2010 ' 

City Attorney Approval 

FOUR-FIFTHS AGENDA COMMISSIONERS VOTEDAGENDA 
AS FOLLOWS: 

TIME CERTA|N X 
YEAS NAYSStart time: 3:00pm 

1. Frilz 1. F¡itz
Total amount of time needed: 30 
(for presentation, testimony and discussion) 

2. Fish 2. Fish 

coNSENr fl 3. Saltzman fs"tur"n 

REGULAR N 4. Leonard 4. Leonard 

Total amount of time needed:
 
(for presentation, testimony and discussion) Adams
Adâms 


